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ABSTRACT
THE DYNAMIC OF INFORMED PROBLEM-SOLVING:
AN EXPLORATORY STUDY OF STUDENT ATTENTION AND COGNITION IN
CLINICAL ATHLETIC TRAINING
SEPTEMBER 2005
HOLLY A. NOUN, B.S., SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
M.S., SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
Ed.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Joseph Berger

The purpose of this study was to describe the attentional characteristics of
Athletic Training Students (ATS) during the application of knowledge and skill in the
clinical environment. This exploratory study occurred in two phases. Phase one involved
administration of The Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventory (TAIS) (Nideffer,
1976) to junior (n=51) and senior (n=38) students enrolled in eight CAAHEP accredited
athletic training education programs. Factor Analysis of the 20 TAIS subscales supported
a six-factor structure. A Two-way Multivariate Analysis of Variance (Status in program x
Gender on the six factors) indicated no significant main effect for status in program, and
no significant interaction effect. Discriminant function analysis revealed the Focus factor
as a significant predictor of gender group membership; however, correct classification of
subjects was moderate (66.3%). Large within group variance on the six factor scores
indicated TAIS sensitivity to individual differences. TAIS factor profiles were used to
select three juniors with large differences between the Overloaded/anxious factor and the
Problem solving factor and three seniors with a small difference between the two factors.

Vll

Data for phase two were field observations, videotaped injury evaluations and stimulated
recall interviews for each of the six ATS. Qualitative data were analyzed using
microscopic analysis, open and axial coding, and selective coding and coding for process.
Two core themes that focussed on different aspects of how students used information to
solve problems emerged. Information gathering and information processing, as continua
interacted to form an informed problem-solving dynamic. At the core of this dynamic is
effective or open problem solving, and at the periphery is less effective or directed
problem solving. Open problem solving is facilitated through the integration of
knowledge and experience. The implications of this study point to the importance of
increasing educational emphasis on cognitive processes used by ATS in an injury
evaluation to supplement the existing emphasis on clinical outcomes.
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CHAPTER 1
CREATING AN OPTIMAL ENVIRONMENT: INTEGRATED CLINICAL
EDUCATION AND THE IMPACT ON ATHLETIC TRAINING STUDENTS
Education reform remains on the list of challenges facing athletic trainers as the
millennium reaches the midpoint of its first decade. Increasing diversity of settings in
which athletic trainers serve, increasing push toward more independent athletic training
practice, and further recognition of athletic training as an allied health profession mark
the evolutionary path of athletic training. As athletic training continues to evolve as a
recognized allied health profession, and the breadth and depth of required knowledge,
skill, and affect increases, educational change is necessary.
Athletic training curricula have evolved from an apprenticeship model to an
integrated model over almost a century. The implementation of this new curriculum
model for the preparation of entry-level practice, the protection of the health and safety of
injured athletes and the optimization of student learning is the challenge facing athletic
training educators today.
This chapter covers the evolution of athletic training education using major
transitions as benchmarks. Three major educational transitions, driven by constituent
groups (society, the profession, and students) are presented: 1) the transition to
formalized education, 2) the transition to one educational process, and 3) the transition to
integrated clinical education. A fourth transition, optimizing student processing, will
serve as a segue into the current problem faced by athletic training educators - the
implementation of the integrated curriculum model. Growth and development of athletic
training curricula will be discussed in detail in the context of a changing profession.
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The classic educational philosophers argued that education occurs in experience
(Dewey, 1933; Rousseau, 2000), that socialization is important and occurs in and out of
the classroom (Martin, 1985), and that student learning is fostered when there is a
connection between the classroom and experience. Some have argued that learning does
not occur without experience (Dewey, 1933; Ford, 1978). The evolution of this
knowledge-experience connection, in the athletic training context, is presented in the
following sections of this chapter. These sections will address the nature of four
educational transitions, constituent influences on the transitions, and curricular changes
as a result of the transitions.
Formalized Education
The early apprenticeship model of education for the athletic trainer formalized the
i.L

iL

passing down of skills and knowledge through the late 19 and early 20 centuries
(Randall, 1995). Dr. Samuel Bilik, deemed by some to be the father of athletic training
initiated the early push toward more formal education. He believed that hands-on
experience was invaluable; however, he also anticipated that recognition in the health
care system would require identifiable skills and the development of course instruction.
Dr. Bilik was the forerunner for the movement to professionalize athletic training and
institute major education reform that began some 45 years later.
During the first half of the 20th century, as the athletic training knowledge base
began to grow, athletic trainers began to organize and share this knowledge with each
other. The later half of the 1940’s brought employment opportunities for athletic trainers
in the collegiate setting. With these opportunities came a desire to organize (Amheim &
Prentice, 2000; Hillman, 2000), and several regional athletic training associations were
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formed (Randall, 1995). In response to a call to become a recognized and respected
profession, the National Athletic Trainer’s Association was established in 1950. The
purpose of the new association was to establish and enforce professional standards of
athletic training (Buckley, Broxterman, Lindley, & West, 1996; Ebel, 1999).
A brief presentation of the accepted criteria for the emergence of a profession will
provide a solid template for understanding what follows in the evolution of athletic
training education. The characteristics that have served as benchmarks for the progression
toward professionalism include the following: 1) the skill involved is based on theoretical
knowledge, 2) the development of skill requires training and education, 3) professional
competence is determined through examination, 4) there is a well defined code of ethics,
5) there is a strong base in public service, and 6) there is an organizational structure
(Hannan, 2000; Hillman, 2000).
Although the definition of a profession is often challenged, most health care
professionals agree on at least three components. A profession requires: 1) advanced
education and training, 2) a commitment to public service, and 3) a representative
association responsible for the determination of standards of care (Hannan, 2000). The
three component model will serve as the template for athletic training. The most
contentious of the three components for the athletic training context is the nature of the
education and training, which is based on the determination of standards of care. The
commitment to service established by early athletic trainers, and thoughts of developing
professional standards prompted education reform. The curriculum was reacting to
changes in the profession. The nature of the education and training will be the focus of
this evolutionary discussion.
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Apprenticeship was the early educational model used for the training of athletic
trainers. This model varied only slightly until the late 1950’s when the NATA began the
push for growth away from this purely experiential format to a more formal, theory-based
curriculum with experience included as one component. This marked the first educational
transition for athletic training.
Following through on the advice of Dr. Bilik, and the recommendation of the
Committee on Gaining Recognition (formed in 1955), the first approved undergraduate
athletic training education program was established in 1959 (Delforge & Behnke, 1999;
Hillman, 2000; Kauth, 1984). With the exception of two laboratory sessions on injury
management, there was not much to distinguish this program from physical education.
The curriculum route prepared the student not only for a career in athletic training, but
also for a teaching credential in physical education, or for entrance into graduate
programs. At this point athletic training education was defined by the setting in which the
student desired to work (Buckley, Lindley, Broxterman & West, 1996; Rankin, 1989).
The importance of the original curriculum was that it established a specific body
of knowledge for athletic training. As the evolution of athletic training education
continued, and the progress toward professionalization continued, this body of knowledge
expanded and become more specific.
As the athletic training knowledge base grew, the field made strides toward
professional recognition. In 1961, the American Medical Association (AMA) Committee
on the Medical Aspects of Sports commended the NATA on its strong code of ethics
(Hillman, 2000), and the American Alliance for Health, Physical Education and
Recreation recognized the NATA as an affiliate. In 1967, the AMA recognized the
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professionally prepared athletic trainer as part of the health care team for injured athletes.
The important point of this recognition was the reference to the preparation of athletic
trainers.
In 1969, the first athletic training programs were recognized as academic
programs, and more specialized curricula were developed (Delforge & Behnke, 1999;
Kauth, 1984). The National Athletic Trainer’s Association Professional Education
Committee (NATA-PEC) was formed and charged with establishing professional
preparation guidelines and approving programs (Redmond & Welles, 1996). The
University of New Mexico and Mankato State College housed the first curriculums
approved by the NATA-PEC.
Also in 1969, the Professional Advancement Committee of the NATA established
a set of entry-level standards for athletic training (Turocy, et. al., 2000). As the field
continued to grow, services provided to the public increased, and the need for regulation
of the practice of athletic training was recognized. Public access to athletic training
services increased with the inclusion of the athletic trainer in the sports medicine clinic
and at high schools and community recreation events. Society’s needs as they related to
the practice of athletic training were evident. Injured individuals needed assurance of
their health and safety when cared for by an athletic trainer. Regulation of standards of
care for athletic training became critical.
By 1970, the NATA-PEC had revised the curriculum to eliminate non-athletic
training requirements (i.e., teaching certificate and graduate school preparation). This was
a major move toward specialization and professionalization. Although the adjunct
requirements were eliminated, taking these course tracks remained an option. Many
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athletic training education programs remain housed within physical education
departments (Buckley, Lindley, Broxterman, & West, 1996); in order to preserve
academic major status (Hillman, 2000); however, athletic training had its own course of
study. National certification was also established at this time.
The 1970’s brought the first certification examination, as well as attempts to
obtain licensure (Hillman, 2000), bringing forth further regulation of athletic training
practice. Studies completed since the first certification examination was administered
have indicated that some individuals charged with the duty of practicing athletic training
may not have met minimum competency levels (Kelley & Miller, 1976). Rowe and
Robertson (1986) reported that high school athletes in Alabama received inappropriate
care for their injuries 70% of the time that they were treated by individuals designated as
athletic trainers by the schools. The important point is that these individuals were not
necessarily certified athletic trainers, as no regulation had yet been established. Rigorous
regulation of the practice of athletic training marks the second educational transition for
athletic training.
One Educational Process
In 1982, with certification in place, and preliminary commendation received by
the AMA, the National Commission for Health Certifying Agencies recognized the
NATA. This recognition was succeeded by the final step to professionalization standardization of educational content. This standardization required several steps: 1) the
establishment of a minimum competency standard, 2) formal recognition of athletic
training as a profession by the AMA, 3) recognition of athletic training education
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programs through accreditation, and 4) streamlining curricula to one format leading to
certification. The following paragraphs describe these steps.
National certification necessitated the establishment of a minimal competency
standard (Buckley, Lindley, Broxterman, & West, 1996; Delforge & Behnke, 1999). In
order to establish a minimal competency standard, a study was completed to determine
areas of required knowledge and skill. Practicing athletic trainers were surveyed to
determine the knowledge and skills necessary to become an entry-level practitioner. The
outcome of this survey was a consensus-based list of knowledge and skills to be
addressed by educational programs. Athletic training education content was standardized
with the publishing of the NATA Role Delineation Study in 1983 (Rankin, 1989).
The Role Delineation outlined six content domains (prevention of athletic injury
and illness, recognition and evaluation, management, treatment and disposition,
rehabilitation of athletic injuries, and organization and administration), each with specific
objectives defining entry-level athletic training knowledge and skill (NATA, 1983). The
most recent role delineation study outlined twelve domains of entry-level knowledge and
skill (NATA, 1999). The multi-dimensional nature of the practice of athletic training was
acknowledged by the organization of the objectives within each of the domains into
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor categories (Rankin, 1989). These objectives are
currently referred to as educational competencies.
The Role Delineation studies served as the framework for the development of the
educational competencies. Demonstrating competency became a requirement, and
represented accountability for athletic training skill development (required by
professional status) (Delforge & Behnke, 1999). In response to this increased level of
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accountability the AMA offered its formal recognition in 1990 (Delforge & Behnke,
1999; Redmond & Welles, 1996).
Formal Recognition
In 1990, the AMA recognized athletic training as an Allied Health Profession
(Delforge & Behnke, 1999; Redmond & Welles, 1996). The AMA’s Council on Medical
Education accepted athletic training curricular guidelines (Hillman, 2000), and the AMA
issued a recommendation that all high schools should have athletic trainers on staff
(Hillman, 2000). The push for athletic trainers to be recognized for medically oriented
value was tremendous (Buckley, et. al, 1996). This marked a major shift in the regulation
and organization of the newly established profession. Major educational reform was
initiated in response to this shift.
With AMA recognition, athletic training education programs were brought into
the family of Allied Health Education Programs. Athletic Training Education Programs
could now seek accreditation from the AMA’s Committee on Allied Health Education
and Accreditation (CAHEA). The guidelines to be used as the template for this
accreditation were established through AMA and NATA collaboration (Hillman, 2000),
another layer of credibility for the profession.
Accreditation
During the late 1990’s accreditation responsibility was turned over to the
Commission on Accreditation of Allied Health Educational Programs (CAAHEP)
(CAAHEP, 2001; Delforge & Behnke, 1999; Redmond & Welles, 1996). The CAAHEP
published a set of guidelines for the development and implementation of NATA approved
undergraduate athletic training programs (CAAHEP, 1991). The most recent version of
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the guidelines now referred to as Standards and Guidelines, outlined curriculum and
organizational requirements and identified the scope of the profession (CAAHEP, 2001).
CAAHEP defined an athletic trainer as
a qualified health care professional educated and experienced in the
management of health care problems associated with physical activity. In
cooperation with physicians and other allied health personnel, the athletic
trainer functions as an integral member of the health care team in
secondary schools, colleges and universities, professional sports programs,
sports medicine clinics, and other health care settings. The athletic trainer
functions in cooperation with medical personnel, athletic personnel,
individuals involved in physical activity, parents, and guardians in the
development and coordination of efficient and responsive athletic health
care delivery systems.

(pi)
Two viable routes to athletic training certification (curriculum and internship
programs) existed. The curriculum route required 800 hours of athletic training
experience and completion of academic degree requirements within an athletic training
education program. The internship route began as an apprenticeship program requiring
1800 hours of experience, and progressed to a requirement of 1500 hours (Turocy, et. al.,
2000), supplemented by completion of a skeleton list of academic coursework. This twotrack system was used only until all athletic trainers were educated through athletic
training education programs (Turocy, et. al., 2000). This transition is described in the
next section.
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One Route
The move to eliminate the internship route to certification grew out of several
concerns. Dolan (1996) argued that it was difficult to sell the medical community on the
efficacy of having two separate routes to the same certification. There was also concern
for the increasing saturation in the job market for athletic trainers (Buckley, et. al., 1996).
It was also documented that students having completed curriculum programs scored
significantly higher on the certification examination than their internship counterparts
(Buckley, et. al, 1996; Starkey & Henderson, 1995).
Turocy, Comfort, Perrin, and Gieck (2000) recently studied certification
examination scores in relation to route to certification, nature of clinical experiences, and
previous athletic training/allied health experience. They concluded that quality rather
than quantity of clinical experience should be the focus of athletic training education, and
that emphasis should be placed on the achievement of clinical competency rather than the
accumulation of hours. The accumulation of hours did not assure the quality of those
hours, the value of those hours for the development of clinical competence, or that
appropriate cognitive patterns were used (Leaver-Dunn, et al, 2002).
Competence and problem-solving/decision-making were added to socialization as
key points of accountability for athletic training education to its constituencies. The
structure and function of the clinical education component of athletic training education
programs became the focus of intellectual energies. Focus on the clinical component of
athletic training education marked the third educational transition.
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Clinical Education
Numerous allied health professions utilize medically based apprenticeship
training to compliment traditional coursework (Shapiro, 2000). The clinical experience
(as this apprenticeship training is referred to in athletic training) is described as the time
when the student is given the opportunity to integrate theory learned in the classroom
with clinical practice involving real patients in real situations (Jarski, Kulig, & Olson,
1990). In the professional education of athletic trainers, clinical education is central to the
curriculum.
With only one formal educational process, it was time to focus on perfecting that
process. The first two educational transitions focused a great deal on the development and
standardized delivery of a large knowledge base. As athletic training education entered
the new millennium, the focus was linking theory and practice through clinical education.
The reformation of clinical education in athletic training is most easily outlined
using Tyler’s (1949) curriculum development model. Toombs and Tierney (1992)
defined curriculum as “an expression of intellectual accountability as a faculty to external
factors - society’s expectations and changes in knowledge - and to internal factors, such
as students’ needs” (p. 1). The development of curriculum involves several cyclical steps
(Tyler, 1949). Step one is to translate the educational goals established through the
integration of constituents’ needs into specific learning objectives. The constituent groups
for athletic training education are students, patients/athletes, and the profession.
Students’ needs, in the athletic training context, revolve around the development
of competence and confidence in the knowledge and skills necessary to be successful
entry-level athletic trainers. Patients need prudent, service-oriented professionals
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available for employment. The profession requires recognition. Theory, problems faced
within practice, and established professional standards, influence knowledge base.
Synthesizing the needs of these groups creates specific learning objectives.
Constituents’ needs were defined through the Role Delineation studies. The
domains of required knowledge and skill were then translated into learning objectives.
Learning objectives, in the context of athletic training education, are outlined in the
Educational Competencies and Clinical Proficiencies developed by the National Athletic
Trainer’s Association Education Council (NATA, 1999).
According to Tyler (1949), once learning objectives have been established,
learning opportunities, or the settings, in which the learning objectives are addressed, are
then identified and organized. In athletic training education, learning opportunities exist
in the classroom, and in various practice settings. Athletic training services are provided
in collegiate athletic training rooms, rehabilitation clinics, high schools, professional
sports teams, industrial wellness centers, military training facilities, and other less well
known settings (the FBI, the X-Games, convents, NASA). The final step in the
development of a curriculum is the determination of its effectiveness, as identified
through evaluation (Tyler, 1949). Evaluation is a continuous process that drives
curriculum development.
Through evaluation, clinical education was given more structure and program
accountability for student proficiency increased. At the heart of clinical restructuring was
the introduction of the clinical proficiencies (NATA, 1999) as prescribed outcomes to be
accomplished by each athletic training student (Knight, 2001). The clinical proficiencies
are extensions of the clinical competencies, which represent the content covered by
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athletic training education programs (NATA, 1999). The clinical proficiencies "define the
common set of skills that entry-level athletic trainers should possess and redefine the
structure of clinical education from a quantitative approach to an outcomes-based
qualitative system" (NATA-EC, 2001, p. 4).
The proficiencies serve to provide a template for subject matter included in the
clinical experience, as well as to provide a template for the evaluation of student progress
toward, and accomplishment of the objectives. The proficiencies provide a mechanism
for program accountability and assurance of student clinical ability; thus meeting the
educational needs of students, and the health and safety needs of patients.
The following is an explanation of the rationale behind the removal of the
quantitative, hours accumulation form of accountability in favor of the qualitative,
proficiency based accountability. Athletic training educators have discovered that the
number of clinical hours accumulated is not predictive of Board Of Certification (BOC)
examination score (Draper, 1989; Turocy, et. al., 2000). This has also been found to be
true in other allied health fields (National Council of State Boards of Nursing, 2000). In
fact, the first time passing rate on the BOC exam has been approximately 30% between
1996 and 1998, regardless of the number of clinical hours accumulated. The low scores
indicate that there is a disconnect somewhere in the system.
The recommendation was made by the NATA-EC to place less emphasis on
hour’s accumulation and more emphasis on attainment of the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions needed to be a successful entry-level athletic trainer (Turocy, et. al., 2000).
Educators question whether they are adequately preparing athletic training students to be
qualified entry-level athletic trainers (Turocy, et. al., 2000). The clinical proficiencies
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indicated one component of a formula for improving curriculum and the pedagogy related
to athletic training education.
The emphasis in clinical education is structure, facilitating the integration of
knowledge and skill, with increasing levels of responsibility for care in a supervised
environment (Turocy, et. al., 2000). Athletic training clinical education fits the
experiential education mold (Rainey, 1999). “Experiential education is a process through
which a learner constructs knowledge, skill, and value from direct experiences”
(Association for Experiential Education, as cited in Luckmann, 1996, p. 7). Learning
opportunities that may be included in this model are service learning, internships,
practicums, and other personal or professional experiences that can be reflected upon and
evaluated (Washboum, 1996).
What was missing in athletic training clinical education, was reflection on the
experience in relation to the achievement of prescribed outcomes. Accountability for the
accumulation of clinical hours did not indicate the quality of those hours, or the learning
that took place during those hours. The realization is that athletic training educators must
focus on the quality of clinical exposures as well as the evaluation of skill application
during these exposures in order to improve their educational value, and standardize
acceptance into entry level practice.
As described earlier, clinical education of the athletic training student began as a
process similar to osmosis; meaning that with enough time spent in the clinical setting, it
was hoped that students would be exposed to what they needed to know (Knight, 2001).
The origin of the hour’s requirement for the old internship model rested in this thinking.
Since very little coursework was required, the number of clinical exposure hours was
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double that of the curriculum model. Proficiency accountability, now required, was not a
component of this model of clinical education.
The current clinical education model begins in the structured, closely supervised
environment of classroom or laboratory where students are initially exposed to the
knowledge and skills necessary for entry-level practice as athletic trainers. The
knowledge and skills are then applied in a simulated, semi-structured, closely supervised
environment (either laboratory or clinical setting with an uninjured patient). Application
of the skills to injured patients may only occur once acceptable competency has been
established through evaluation of outcomes measures (CAAHEP, 2001). The final
application should occur in a non-structured, typically novel, more distantly supervised
environment (Bamum, et al., 2001).
The clinical learning opportunities must be structured to be completed in:no less
than two academic years. This assures the time needed for reflection and transfer of
learning to occur (Haskell, 2001). The following must also hold true for clinical learning
opportunities: (1) clinical experiences must begin within the first month in the program to
provide early practice with the integrated model of learning; (2) clinical experiences must
include: (a) practices and events, (b) pre-event preparation, and c) athletic training room
experiences; (3) the student should be exposed to specific populations for the duration of
their competitive season; (4) the student should be exposed to various high-risk sports for
both genders; and (5) the student must be exposed to general medical experiences of both
genders. Once the structure was more clearly defined, the nature of the various learning
environments were evaluated.
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Erickson and Martin (2000), through an analysis of athletic training educators
perceptions of the factors that contributed to students’ first time success on the
NATABOC exam, found that clinical settings which provided students the opportunity to
play an active role, thus providing a positive learning environment was key. Interestingly
in the context of the strong push to eliminate the hours requirement, it was shown that
obtaining hours beyond the required 800 was important for examination success. Beyond
being an indicator of experience, however, perhaps the large number of hours should be
viewed in the context of a student’s motivation to enter the profession. It was emphasized
that the quality of the hours was a more important contributor to success. Individual
athletic training education programs may choose to institute their own hours
requirements, however, the accountability for those hours will remain based in the
successful accomplishment of the clinical proficiencies.
Improving the quality of the experience is one of the missions of instituting the
clinical proficiencies. Not only is information increasing exponentially, but the settings in
which an athletic trainer may find employment are increasing as well. It is critical, under
these circumstances, that students do not memorize and regurgitate information, but that
they utilize and adapt theory to new situations.
Somewhere between the structured presentation of information required to make
good clinical decisions and the actual attempts at making these clinical decisions,
students must learn to adapt what they know to novel situations (Bamum, Guyer, &
Noun, 2003). The recent attention given to this subject by athletic training educators is
indicative of this fact. Erickson and Martin (2000) argued that students needed to go
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beyond what and how to why, in order to be truly effective in the clinical setting. The
why is the theory base taught in the didactic setting.
Providing a list of required skills and a description/demonstration of how to apply
those skills are not enough to foster student success in a complex, dynamic,
multidimensional environment such as that in athletic training. Understanding of why a
skill is applied in a certain way in a certain situation is key to transferring that skill to
novel situations. The link between the what and how to the why may be fostered by
attention to student processing. Part of improving the quality of student processing is
improving the connection between the classroom and the clinical experience (Bamum,
Guyer, & Noun, 2003; Erickson & Martin, 2000).
Changes in athletic training education have been occurring in response to changes
in the profession. Most of these changes have been to structure and content; however,
recent attention has been given to improving student outcomes and the subsequent
increase in accountability for those outcomes. The current transition in the evolution of
athletic training education is student processing.
Student Processing
External forces pushing for curricular change stimulated the first three transitions
in athletic training education. The increasing professional knowledge base drove the first
transition (formalized education); and society, or pressures from organizations
representing the needs of society in the clinical context, drove the second transition (one
route to certification). The third transition was stimulated by the changing demands of the
profession and the again growing knowledge base (clinical education). One important
constituent group was left out of curricular development to this point - the students.
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Initially, the focus was on what content needed to be part of athletic training education. A
shift was made to how that content would best be delivered, and the current focus is how
the content is processed. Internal forces, related to student processing, are driving the
fourth transition in the evolution of athletic training education.
Students tend toward a particular way of knowing (Baxter Magolda, 1996). A
particularly relevant way of knowing within professional education, of which athletic
training education is part, is “contextual knowing” (Baxter Magolda, 1996). “Contextual
knowers believe that knowledge is uncertain and that one decides what to believe by
evaluating the evidence in the context in question. Learning for contextual knowers
means thinking through problems, integrating knowledge, and applying knowledge in a
context” (Baxter Magolda, 1996, p.284).
One way in which to foster contextual knowing is to incorporate experience into
the educational process. In order to accomplish this, pedagogical technique becomes
important. Again, the recent attention athletic training educators have been giving to this
topic is indicative of its importance in athletic training education. Baxter Magolda (1996)
identified three ways to empower students toward contextual knowing. Students must
view themselves as being capable of the construction of knowledge, rather than as
receptacles for it. Learning opportunities must incorporate each student’s experience.
Finally, students must be aware of knowledge as a construction rather than as an
acquisition.
In the athletic training context, knowledge is constructed through clinical
education - the integration of theory and the practice of that theory. The clinical
proficiencies established a template for this type of construction. The learning over time
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clinical education model organizes the learning opportunities for this type of process.
Learning over time is described in the following paragraphs.
Some literature exists that explains student progression through the learning over
time model of clinical education (Amato, et al., 2002; Bamum, et al., 2003; Fuller, 1997;
Guyer, 2003; Weidner, et al., 1997). Theoretically, Bloom’s taxonomy and Robinson’s
model of cognitive awareness have been used to explain the progression. All progression
to this point, however, has been described, in theory with successful students. Very little
has been done to identify successful from unsuccessful progression except as that
progression relates to outcome on the BOC exam. Recent work has been completed
regarding students’ experience of this progression and their learning needs relating to it
(Bamum, et al., 2003; Guyer, 2003). Theoretical progression of students through the
learning over time model will be dealt with first.
Theory
There is general agreement that athletic trainers use critical thinking, and athletic
training educators are focusing on the development of critical thinking skills in student
athletic trainers (Draper, 1989; Fuller, 1997; Harrelson, Leaver-Dunn & Wright, 1998).
Much has been written on how critical thinking skills are developed, the levels of
understanding within that process, and how learning occurs over time (Balckbum, 2000;
Draper, 1989; Hay, 1996; Kaufamn, Portney and Jette, 1997; Shapiro, 2000). Fuller
(1997) presented Bloom’s taxonomy as the best paradigm for the development of critical
thinking skills.
Bloom’s taxonomy works from basic knowledge, through comprehension, to
application and analysis, and finally to the synthesis of complex components. If you
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know it, do you understand it? If you understand it, can you critique it, and then relate it
to other information? Can a decision be made based on the synthesis of information?
Critical thinking is the key component between critique and decision.
Fuller (1997) presented a description of critical thinking theory that involved an
advanced application of knowledge and experience in making evaluative decisions. The
duality of athletic training education requirements, concurrent classroom and practical
experiences, provides an opportunity to foster the development of critical thinking, and
decision-making skills. Studies of the learning styles of athletic training students support
the use of Bloom’s taxonomy and the development of critical thinking (Draper, 1989;
Harrelson, Leaver-Dunn & Wright, 1998).
Harrelson, Leaver-Dunn & Wright (1998) found that first and second year
students preferred structured learning (knowledge and comprehension) experiences.
Earlier, Draper (1989) found that certification exam candidates (seniors or graduates)
classified themselves as independent learners who tended toward critical thinking
(application, analysis, and synthesis). Recent qualitative study has supported both of
these findings (Bamum, et al, 2003, Guyer, 2004).
A second, more integrative conception of student progression through learning
over time was identified by Weidner, Trethwey and August (1997). They suggested that
critical thinkers tend to prefer educative environments that provide practical experiences
and hands-on learning. When presented with new knowledge and skills, the learner will
continue to refine his/her understanding of and interaction with the knowledge and skills
through four levels of cognitive awareness, first introduced by Robinson (1974).
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Robinson (1974) outlined a progression of competence in the context of cognitive
awareness. A student may enter the learning experience as unconsciously incompetent.
At this level, the student is unaware of the information and skills that are needed to
function successfully. In level two the student is aware of the inadequacy of his/her skills
and knowledge. In this case s/he is considered to be consciously incompetent. As the
student continues to refine his/her understanding, s/he becomes consciously competent, in
that s/he is aware of the skills and knowledge s/he possesses and is able to readily apply
them in familiar contexts, and occasionally apply them in novel contexts. Adaptation of
knowledge and skills is not yet perfected. Finally, the student reaches a level of
understanding in which s/he is unconsciously competent; here the student is consistently
able to correctly demonstrate his/her skills and knowledge in a variety of situations
(Robinson, 1974).
The educational experiences of athletic training students should be facilitating the
successful progression through the four levels of cognitive awareness. Wiedner et al
(1997) identified three phases of clinical education that support and strengthen student
understanding. These three phases represent an integration of the four levels of
understanding into the athletic training context.
As the student enters the first level of understanding, or phase one, s/he is
unaware of the knowledge and skills necessary to function in the clinical environment
(unconsciously incompetent). Introduction of skill through clinical instructor
demonstration and explanation of indications and contraindications characterize this
phase. In athletic training education program (ATEP) curricula, phase one occurs through
lecture and laboratory experiences. Successful completion of this phase should find the
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student minimally aware of the necessary theory, however unable to apply it even in
familiar situations (consciously incompetent).
In phase two, the student practices the skill, receives feedback, and evaluates
his/her performance. Phase two is accomplished through role-playing, simulations and
collaborative efforts with instructors. Phase two may be accomplished in both the
classroom and clinic settings. In phase two, the successful learner is moving from
consciously incompetent to consciously competent (Weidner, et al., 1997).
The final phase requires application of knowledge and skills learned in the
classroom and laboratory setting. The student is placed in a “real” situation where s/he
must determine the relevance and appropriateness of information and techniques.
Information is gathered, synthesized, analyzed for relevance and a decision is made
regarding appropriate application of techniques. Phase three is accomplished through the
clinical experience, where the student provides athletic health care in a non-simulated
environment. In this clinical model, the student uses critical thinking learning strategies,
tests out new information, and evaluates the result. With appropriate feedback and
experience, the student moves from consciously competent to unconsciously competent
(Weidner, et al., 1997).
One might relate the state of being unconsciously competent with the concept of
intuition. Ironically, intuition is what separates the expert from the novice, yet it does not
involve structured analysis (Bruner, 1963; Rogers, 1983). Intuition is automatic
adaptation of current knowledge and skill for application in a novel context. Here
cognition is focussed totally on the injury context rather than the steps needed to evaluate
the injury. At this level, adaptation occurs readily and without effort. That this occurs
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automatically is a critical characteristic of expert practitioners (Benner, 1984). That it
may also be observed in skilled athletic training students has also been identified through
qualitative study (Bamum, et al., 2003; Guyer, 2003). If it is intuition that may separate
the skilled form the un-skilled practitioner, perhaps identifying the mechanism of the
ability to intuit will provide insight into the cognitive processes used in the dynamic
clinical environment. Since clinical practice involves adaptation and application of
current knowledge in novel contexts, it seems reasonable to discuss transfer of learning as
a mechanism.
Transfer of learning is not a novel concept in any context; however, Haskell’s
(2001) recent work is a helpful window into current thinking regarding this concept.
“Transfer refers to how previous learning influences current and future learning, and how
past or current learning is applied or adapted to similar or novel situations” (Haskell,
2001, p. 23). Transfer has been linked to critical thinking and problem solving (Haskell,
2001), two cognitive skills shown to be essential for athletic trainers (Draper, 1989;
Fuller, 1997; Harrelson, Leaver-Dunn & Wright, 1998). The progression from discrete
competencies to integrated practice through established proficiency requires transfer of
learning through several hierarchical levels of thinking (Haskell, 2001).
Transfer of learning is possible when several principles are upheld within a
program (Haskell, 2001). First, a large primary knowledge base must serve as a platform
from which to work. Second, some knowledge of collateral areas is required to help with
complex scenarios. It is also important for each student to understand the history of
his/her focus of study, and possess a motivation to learn. Curricular content was
established during the first transition of education reform.
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The theoretical basis for learning areas is also a critical component of the transfer
process, and must be addressed as part of the curriculum. It is the theory base that will
serve as a tool to help make decisions. Practice must also occur for transfer to become a
skill. Along with practice, adequate time must be allowed for learning to take place. A
system (clinical education) to support these principles was established during the second
and third transitions.
Understanding what transfer of learning is and how it works will help direct
students to the objective of connecting their learning. Teachers and students should use
the methods and terms of transfer, and the program and curriculum should provide
support for the process (Haskell, 2001). These final principles are being addressed as part
of the current transition of athletic training education.
The models discussed above describe the cognitive aspects of athletic training
student progression through clinical education. Through a phenomenologic lens,
however, the learner is an open system in constant interaction with the environment
where cognition, emotion and action come together in practice (Reilly & Oermann,
1985). This multidimensional view of the learner adds a level of complexity to the
transfer process. The athletic training education model of competency development
through cognitive, affective and psychomotor behavioral objectives relates well to this
view of learning. The educational models, based in cognition alone, are lacking the depth
necessary to address all levels of involvement in the learning process.
Some athletic training students progress through the phases of learning over time
with greater levels of success than do other students. With students sharing the same
lecture and laboratory experiences, the difference may be found in their experiences
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within the clinical component of their curriculum. Little is known about why some
athletic training students successfully transition from level one, in the controlled,
predictable, familiar setting of lecture and laboratory, through level two, to level three
and the application of learned knowledge and skills in the unpredictable, novel setting.
Practice
The model of clinical education used today in athletic training education is an
advanced model characterized by early integration of theory and practice. Problems with
this model have been identified in nursing education. A look at the nursing model of
clinical education may help to identify potential disconnects for students unable to
progress successfully through the three phases of athletic training clinical education.
As allied health clinical education matured, didactic and clinical components were
integrated into the curriculum earlier and earlier. A catch 22 exists in this educational
model. Integrated education is a double edge sword in that it rests on a fine line between
fostering integrated behavior in competent practitioners and creating anxiety (O’Connor,
2001) and disintegrative cognitive patterns (Reilly & Oermann, 1985) in students.
Anxiety has been found to be a product of entrance into the clinical-setting when student
preparation is inadequate (Infante, 1975). The impact of this early integration model on
student processing has yet to be studied.
The inherent challenges with this model are that students may be faced with
patients/athletes before they are ready, and more concentrated supervision is required to
protect the rights and health of the patients (Agriesti-Johnson, 1978). From a cognitive
development standpoint these challenges may create ineffective thought patterns,
confusion, and a lack of self-confidence/self-efficacy (Perry, 1970; Reilly & Oermann,
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1985). Perry (1970) went as far as to say that learners may remain in or retreat to an
earlier cognitive development stage as a defense mechanism against a perceived threat
(ie. lack of confidence, feeling overwhelmed, etc.) From an affective perspective, when
presented with a patient that the student feels unprepared to care for, s/he may focus too
much on care giving and not enough on the learning process (Infante, 1975; Reilly &
Oermann, 1985).
An analogy may help explain the potential disconnects for students within this
integrated clinical education model. When travelling to a new place, there is a continuum
of methods to find the destination. At one end of the continuum is a strong desire/need
for explicit directions. At the other end there is a desire/willingness to find one’s own
way. The mechanism for moving from one end of the continuum to the other may be
found in previous driving experiences (using directions vs. not using directions, amount
of experience), and confidence in driving/navigating abilities.
The potential disconnects relate to or are impacted by cognition, and can be put in
a learning context with Robinson’s model of cognitive awareness as applied to athletic
training education. In a recent qualitative study, Guyer (2003) found that athletic training
students progressed through the learning over time model and that as part of the process,
changed their mode of information processing, improved their ability to transfer, and
increased their ability to interact with the environment without being cognitively
overwhelmed. This finding is certainly in keeping with Robinson’s model of cognitive
awareness, and provides insight into a potential new portal for the study of student
progression through clinical education - cognition.
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Statement of the Problem
Athletic training education is evolving and becoming more complex as it meets
the multi-facted challenges of the athletic training profession. Certified athletic trainers
work in many different settings - that vary from the traditional university to the FBI
training center to the X Games to IBM corporate headquarters and so on. The variety of
professional work settings presents new challenges for adequately preparing the
practitioners who will work in these diverse contexts. Charles Ford (1978) recognized the
importance of an educational model to address these realities with a quote borrowed from
Sir William Osier, “To study the phenomenon of disease without books is to sail an
uncharted sea, while to study books without patients is not to go to sea at all”. This quote
emphasizes the integration of classroom and clinic experiences as the foundation of
effective education for clinical professionals. This integration falls somewhere on the
continuum between passive absorption of theory and automatic educative efficacy of
activity (Dewey, 1933). The challenge of integrating knowledge and experience has
proven to be an important one; as the importance of integrated education for the
development of competent practitioners cannot be understated (Ford, 1978; Mensch &
Ennis, 2002; Pierce, & Eichenwald, 1978; Scanlon, 1978; Toburen, 2002).
However, integration of classroom learning and clinical practice, while essential,
often represents an overwhelming challenge for some students, a disconnection rather
than a connection. To maximize student learning, investigation into this type of learning
must continue and focus on more than outcomes (like score on the national exam or the
achievement of clinical competency). Investigation must be made into the cognitive
characteristics of ATS at the interface between theory and practice - the clinical
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environment. Insight gained through this type of investigation will provide the foundation
for shifts in pedagogical strategies and curriculum development.
The purpose of this investigation is to explore differences in the cognitive and
attentional characteristics of highly skilled and less skilled ATS during the application of
knowledge and skills in the clinical environment. This exploration provides insight into
cognitive and attentional strengths and weaknesses that may be enhanced or eliminated,
through pedagogical and curricular innovations, to facilitate improved application of
knowledge and skills in the clinical environment. This investigation uses The Attentional
and Interpersonal Style Inventory (TAIS) (Nideffer, 1976), a pencil and paper, self-report
questionnaire designed to measure attentional style, and cognitive and interpersonal
characteristics. Stimulated recall interviews are used to describe student perceptions of
his/her attentional characteristics and specific cues that are receiving his/her attention.
Field observations are used to describe behavioral representations of attention such as eye
movements. Essential research questions investigated include:
1. What are the attentional style differences of highly and less skilled ATS?
2. What do highly skilled ATS attend to while completing an initial injury
evaluation?
3. What do less skilled ATS attend to while completing an initial injury
evaluation?
4. What attentional characteristics seem to be most helpful while completing an
initial injury evaluation? Most problematic?
The specific hypotheses tested in the quantitative phase of the study to inform the first
research question include:
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1. There will be no significant difference between the mean vector of scores for
the junior and senior groups on the factor scores of Overloaded/anxious,
Problem-solving, Control, Adaptation, Self-esteem, and Focus.
2. There will be a significant difference between the mean vector of scores for
male and female groups on the factor scores of Overloaded/anxious, Problem¬
solving, Control, Adaptation, Self-esteem, and Focus.
3. There will be no significant difference between the mean vector of scores for
male junior, female junior, male senior and female senior groups on the factor
scores of Overloaded/anxious, Problem-solving, Control, Adaptation, Self¬
esteem, and Focus.
Significance of the Study
The ultimate goal for athletic training educators is to provide an optimal
environment for the integration of theory and practice for all athletic training students. At
minimum, this study will add to our understanding of how ATS experience the interface
between theory and practice. This study may also identify attentional characteristics that
are more of less effective for the integration of theory and practice in the athletic training
clinical setting.
The TAIS itself may be a good tool for identifying attentional strengths and
weaknesses, which may be emphasized or improved respectively with psychological
skills training (Nideffer, 1993). Regardless of the outcome of this study, understanding
attentional style and attentional focus may allow athletic training educators to provide
information to students regarding what specifically to allow into the information
processing system at particular points during an injury evaluation in the clinical
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environment. Appropriate processing may involve an intricate dance between knowledge
and the application of that knowledge for clinical decision-making. All of these points
may have important implications for pedagogy and curriculum.
There are also potential implications for the future study of attentional style. If the
TAIS proves useful in the clinical environment, the study of this environment may
provide the insight needed to increase the clarity of the attention construct, specifically
the component of attentional selectivity. “My experience is what I agree to attend to”
(James, 1890, 427). Perhaps most importantly, this study will open a window into the
experience of the ATS in the clinical environment.
Summary
The provision of context is critically important to the understanding of any
phenomenon. The phenomenon in question is student progression through the integrated
clinical education model used in athletic training. The context is the evolution of that
education.
Since its humble beginnings, athletic training has evolved into a respected allied
health profession. Athletic training education has responded to and is responsible for this
evolution. Through four distinct transitions (formalized education, one process, clinical
education, and student processing) athletic training education has addressed the needs of
its constituencies (the profession, society and the students) while establishing a niche in
the health care of the active population. Today, the focus of athletic training education
continues to be the student.
There is no longer a single layer of accountability for the education of athletic
training practitioners. Observing and evaluating outcomes is inadequate to assess the
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proficiency of students who interact with the clinical environment. The processes of
getting to the outcome - problem solving and decision making - are also important in the
preparation of entry-level practitioners. To function in multiple, often novel, contexts the
processing used to arrive at decisions should be programmed and automatic. This
automaticity is important to allow maximum focus on the processing of information
entering the system rather than the steps involved in the process. Chapter two will more
formally address how athletic training student’s progress through clinical education using
cognition as a base.
The structure and function of clinical education, specifically in athletic training,
seems to have evolved in a similar pattern to that of psychology. Phenomenology and
behaviorism were the dominant paradigms in psychology while athletic training was
using an educational model heavier on experience than structured information.
Observation, emulation and repetition were the key modes of education. Behaviors,
actions, outcomes were important because that is what was seen by others. Shortly after
psychology shifted to a predominantly cognitive paradigm, athletic training education
took on a more cognitively focussed design. This design has emerged today as the early
integration of knowledge and experience through structured clinical education. The key
to this education is the link between knowledge and experience - cognition.
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CHAPTER 2
ATHLETIC TRAINING STUDENT COGNITION
Athletic Training Students (ATS) have been found to progress through stages of
learning, cognition and competence (Bamum, et al., 2003; Guyer, 2003; Weidner, et al.,
1997). How? What is the mechanism? Socially, ATS gain experience; intellectually, they
gain knowledge (Bamum, et al., 2001). How does the combination play out in increased
competence in the athletic training clinical environment? Qualitative study of student
transfer of knowledge and skills from the classroom to the clinical environment revealed
that, for athletic training students, cognition is a potential connection between experience
and knowledge in the clinical environment (Bamum, et al., 2003; Guyer, 2003).
Understanding student cognitive mechanisms in the clinical environment will help inform
future curricular and pedagogical strategies in athletic training education programs.
Much of the allied health education literature, in particular related to nursing and
athletic training has focussed on the notion of cognition and its effects on decision¬
making, problem-solving and competence in the clinical environment (Blackburn, 2000;
Clark & Harrelson, 2002; Draper, 1989; Fuller, 1997; Guyer, 2003; Leaver-Dunn, et al,
2002; Higuchi & Donald, 2002; Kaufman, Portney, and Jette, 1997; Martin, 2002; May,
et al., 1999; Shapiro, 2000; Walker, 2003). Some of the literature describes cognition in
terms of critical thinking, some in terms of decision-making, and some in terms of
transfer of learning. Nideffer (1998) identified that a problem exists in trying to build a
study capable of lending itself to the development of useful theory out of research that
does not share a solid theoretical framework. There is a common thread, however, that
links these conceptions together.
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Several connections may be made between the literature conceptualizing
cognition and the construct of attention, specifically the Theory of Attentional and
Interpersonal Style. In particular, parallels may be drawn from two qualitative studies
describing factors impacting the transfer of knowledge and skills from the classroom to
the clinic setting in an injury evaluation context (Bamum, et al., 2003; Guyer, 2003).
These parallels will be used to link athletic training education literature with attentional
literature to develop the theoretical base for the present study, and to lead the way to a
better understanding of the link between knowledge and experience.
To best develop the story of athletic training student cognitive interaction with the
clinical environment through attention this chapter will be organized in the following
way. First, this chapter will connect with the previous chapter dealing with Athletic
Training Student cognition and will integrate key attentional concepts into Robinson’s
model of student cognition and the curriculum model constructed by Bamum, Guyer and
Noun (2003). The Theory of Attentional Style (Nideffer, 1976), as a comprehensive
model of attention, will then be presented, followed by a detailed description of the
stmcture and use of The Attentional and Interpersonal Style inventory (Nideffer, 1976).
Cognition
The question of cognition and its many conceptions is pervasive not only in the
athletic training literature, but in the general psychological literature as well. The
widespread attention being given to cognition; in particular it’s impact on social
interactions and decision-making is identified in Malcom Gladwell’s (2005) Blink: The
Power of Thinking without Thinking. In a mostly experiential accounting of decision¬
making complexities, Gladwell addresses many concepts related to cognition and
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specifically attention. The relevance of Blink to the present study is decision-making and
its potential mechanisms. Problem solving and decision -making have been found to be
two important skills for the practice of athletic training (Leaver-Dunn, Harrelson, Martin
& Wyatt, 2002). These skills develop through ATS interaction with the clinical
environment (Bamum, et al., 2003; Guyer, 2003).
The cognitive mechanisms at work in the clinical environment may be explained
further by drawing parallels between existing athletic training education literature and the
literature regarding attention. As mentioned in Chapter 1 of this manuscript, the model of
student progression through clinical education (Weidner, et al, 1997) has recently been
supported and supplemented by qualitative study (Bamum, Guyer and Noun, 2001;
Guyer, 2003). This model and subsequent understanding of the model provide a
foundation from which to draw parallels to attention. The model, appropriate adjunct
literature, and parallels follow.
Phase One
When first entering the clinical environment, which typically occurs in the
sophomore year or level one of an Athletic Training Education Program (ATEP), a
student may be described as unconsciously incompetent (Weidner, et al., 1997). At this
point s/he is beginning to be exposed to the theory needed to practice, and the
environment in which s/he will practice. The focus of the student is to develop the
knowledge base necessary to function in the clinical environment. Students prefer
structured learning experiences during this time (Harrelson, Leaver-Dunn & Wright,
1998). By the end of this first exposure, or level one, the student should be aware of some
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theory, but is unable to apply it in context, a state labeled by Robinson (1974) as
consciously incompetent. A parallel to attention may be drawn here.
The term conscious implies awareness of cognitive processes. Awareness implies
giving attention to cognitive processing, something that is referred to, in attentional
literature, as control processing. During the first level of an ATEP, ATS are trying to
establish a solid knowledge base of theory and of the environment in which that theory
will be applied, so they are focussing on the content of that knowledge and the gathering
of that knowledge.
Athletic training students in phase one have indicated that they have difficulty
integrating this knowledge into their injury evaluations (Bamum, et al., 2001). A limited
knowledge base requires significant processing just to understand the situation, leaving
little attentional capacity for situational demands - this may be the origin of the desire for
structured learning experiences. The ATS may maintain control over information
processing because those establishing the clinical environment specifically limit the
stimuli. During level one this simple target of attention is sufficient due to the primarily
observational nature of the clinical experiences. By the end of this level ATS have gained
enough knowledge to be aware of their inability to integrate knowledge and experience,
consciously incompetent. This state begins phase two of an ATS clinical education.
Phase Two
In level two of the athletic trainingclinical education model, the student remains
in the conscious, or control processing state, and while initially incompetent progresses to
competent. The challenge at this level is that the role of the ATS has shifted from
observer to practitioner (Guyer, 2003) adding a layer of stimuli requiring attention. The
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educational challenge here is that processing theory cues and environmental cues
simultaneously may create processing overload and anxiety (O’Connor, 2001; Reilly &
Oermann, 1985). Add to this multiple level processing the task of making decisions based
on the processing, and the fact that no two injury contexts are exactly alike and you get a
complex, multidimensional environment in which to function. Incompetence, in this
context, may be related to an inability to identify and maintain focus on relevant cues
from the environment, potentially due to a lack of confidence (Nideffer, n.d.), anxiety
(Ford, 1978), and/or a lack of experience or knowledge (Bamum, et al., 2003; Guyer,
2003; Norman, 1976).
The critical cognitive manifestation of anxiety for athletic training students is
apprehension (Stilger, Etzel and Lantz, 2001). Level two students, typically juniors, are
often unwilling to eliminate non-essential evaluation information for fear of missing a
key clue to determining the nature of the injury (Guyer, 2003). Juniors have stated that
confidence is the most important factor in decreasing anxiety and increasing their ability
to problem solve (Guyer, 2003). As confidence increases, the student continues to be
aware of theory and has gained the ability to apply this theory appropriately in familiar
situations (Robinson, 1974).
In level two, student processing of information includes information gathered
through the injury evaluation in addition to evaluation techniques and theory base
(Guyer, 2003). The parallel to attention here is the increased experience leading to
familiarity with particular situations, decreasing the need for attention to those
environmental details. Increasing the ability to focus on information gathered in specific
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contexts increases competence. An increase in knowledge supplemented by an increase in
experience allows increased focus on contextually relevant cues.
Successful completion of level two brings the student to a level of conscious
competence. There is still an awareness of the thought processes and skills required to
complete the evaluation; however, the increased knowledge base coupled with exposure
to a variety of injury scenarios allows some processing capacity to be delegated to cues
specific to the injury. The increase in confidence also allows selection of more relevant
cues, and a willingness to ignore non-relevant cues. The next phase of clinical education
provides opportunity to refine the process of selecting and processing cues.
Phase Three
Level three, or the senior component of clinical education, should progress the
student to a state of unconscious competency (Weidner, et al., 1997). This state equates to
Gladwell’s (2005) depiction of the “adaptive unconscious”. The “adaptive unconscious”
as described by Gladwell is the rapid, effortless decision-making that occurs when one
makes a split second decision. Adaptation to the environment occurs readily and without
effort, marking a transition from conscious to unconscious processing. The successful
student in this phase is able to determine relevance of information and techniques, and
make decisions based on the rapid processing of multiple cues. Guyer (2003) found that
as athletic training students progressed through clinical education, they changed their
mode of information processing, improved their ability to transfer knowledge from the
classroom setting to the clinical setting, and increased their ability to interact with the
environment without being cognitively overwhelmed.
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The dominant parallel between the clinical education model and attention is
decision-making and the problem solving required to make those decisions in a
multidimensional environment (Draper, 1989; Fuller, 1997; Harrelson, Leaver-Dunn &
Wright, 1998). Problem solving requires an appropriate shift from the broad external
gathering of data to narrow internal process to recall past experience and information
(Nideffer, n.d.). A comparison is then made to the current situation, requiring a broad
internal focus; and finally a decision is made and an appropriate action is taken, requiring
a narrow external focus. The shifting process is not only learned through experience, but
may also be taught and practiced (Fehmi, 1998; Nideffer, 1993, n.d.).
A separate parallel may be drawn simply between the model of attentional style
(Nideffer, 1976) and a model of cognitive awareness based on Robinson’s (1974) theory
and Weidner’s depiction of ATS progression. Robinson and Weidner conceptualized a
linear progression through the previously mentioned phases; however, consciousness and
competence may also be conceptualized as two perpendicular, intersecting continuums
(see Figure 2.1). Theoretically, this model makes sense because these concepts are not
related except in their description of cognitive phenomena (the perpendicular
orientation), and it shows an ability to move between and among quadrants at varying
degrees of consciousness and competence.
The difference between this model and the model of attentional style is that in the
model of attentional style shifting between quadrants is not only appropriate but optimal
when the situation demands. In this model, although shifting may occur due to varying
levels of knowledge and experience in various situations, the preferred state for a clinical
practitioner is unconscious competency, regardless of the demands of the situation. This
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model may be skill, injury or environment specific. An individual may be unconsciously
competent for an ankle evaluation, but consciously incompetent for a shoulder
evaluation. Further discussion of this model is beyond the scope of this dissertation;
however, future study may validate the model and add to its understanding.
Summary
It has generally been described that athletic training requires cognitive flexibility,
creativity, and an ability to think on the go (Leaver-Dunn, Harrelson, Martin & Wyatt,
2002). The role of the student and the amount and awareness of information that is
processed and used are constantly changing (Guyer, 2003; Robinson, 1974; Weidner,
Trethway, & August, 1997). It is impossible to teach all possible injury scenarios,
indicating a need to develop cognitive flexibility and adaptability. An increase in
knowledge and experience allows a critical change in focus to specific evaluation
contextual information, improving the ability to think on the go. A more specific
discussion of this mechanism can occur in the context of the Theory of Attentional and
Interpersonal Style (Nideffer, 1976). This is the focus of the next section.
Attentional and Interpersonal Style
Attention, as a construct that has crossed the phenomenological, behavioral, and
cognitive lines of psychology, is a known but not generally well understood variable in
the conceptualization of cognition and other aspects of psychological and motor
performance (Abemethy, Summers, & Ford, 1998; Eysenck, 1982; Gill, 2002). A myriad
of definitions, theories, components and understandings of attention exist in the literature.
James (1890) proclaimed, “everyone knows what attention is”; in the early twenty-first
century it is apparent that not everyone understands what attention is. It is clear.
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however, that individuals attend to various stimuli, in a multitude of ways, and that this
attention may impact performance on a variety of tasks including decision-making,
problem-solving, and psychomotor tasks (Abemethy, Summers & Ford, 1998; Nideffer,
1990). The importance of attention to athletic training student function in the clinical
environment lies in this last statement.
True to its phenomenological roots, attention has been identified as central to
human experience (Abemethy, 2001; Abemethy, Summers & Ford, 1998; Boutcher,
2002; Gill, 2000). James (1890) summarized attention: “My experience is what I agree to
attend to” (p.427). Given the established connection between knowledge and experience,
and the focus in clinical education on student interaction with the environment, attention
in terms of selection of input for processing will be used to explain the mechanism of the
connection. Selectivity is the ability to attend to certain stimuli from certain sources while
ignoring other stimuli from alternate sources (Gill, 2000; James, 1890; Posner & Boies,
1971; Treisman, 1969).
It is important to study the social or interactional aspects of attention because
individuals select cues from the environment, from themselves, and/or from others. This
perspective is particularly relevant in clinical education because this education occurs in a
very dynamic, very externally stimulating environment that has a culture of it’s own
(Pitney, 2002). In particular, during an injury evaluation, the ATS must attend to cues
originating with the patient, the injury, the environment, and his/herself, while relating to
individuals with different needs (coaches, parents, doctors, etc.).
The Theory of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (Nideffer, 1976) is a
comprehensive theory of attention with selectivity as the central component. The
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following section will present the assumptions of the theory, the measurement and
description of attentional style, and the use of the theory to explain performance in
varying contexts.
Assumptions
To realize fully our human potential is to learn to be aware of, to choose flexibly,
and to implement effortlessly an expanding, dynamic range of attentional styles for the
optimum allocation of our resources. (Fehmi, 1998)
The Theory of Attentional and Interpersonal Style (Nideffer, 1976) provides a
theoretical framework for examining the relationship between cognition, emotional
arousal and performance. The theory of attentional style was originally formulated to
provide a tool to increase understanding of when and in what situation individuals would
and would not perform up to their potential (Nideffer, n.d.). The theory seems to be one
of the most comprehensive cognitive models of attention, accounting for many
dimensions of attentional theory, and the interaction of the individual, the environment,
and individual cognition.
The following sections outline the theoretical underpinnings of the Theory of
Attentional Style (Nideffer, 1976). Each section describes an assumption of the theory.
Dimensions of Attention. The primary assumption is based on the work of
Easterbrook (1958) and Watchel (1967) who identified three dimensions of attention
important to performance: width, direction, and shift. The first two dimensions, those of
width and direction are components of the attentional style model (see Figure 2.2). The
model is central to the idea of selectivity as a conception of attention. The width of
attention may range from narrow to broad, and represents the quantity of stimuli attended
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to. The direction of attention may be either internal or external. Internal is descriptive of
an individual’s own thoughts. External is descriptive of a focus on objects and events in
the environment. The synthesis of these two dimensions, along vertical and horizontal
continuums, creates four quadrants representing four attentional styles. The four styles,
briefly defined are:
Broad-external - Attention to a wide variety of environmental cues in
order to asses the demands of performance situations.
Broad-internal - Attention to a wide variety of internal cues in order to
organize information, to analyze and plan.
Narrow-external - Attention to very few external cues in order to act
and/or react appropriately to environmental demands.
Narrow-internal - Attention to very few internal cues to systematically
rehearse a course of action.
(Nideffer, 1993, p. 710)
Attentional Style and Shifting. The second assumption of the Theory of
Attentional and Interpersonal Style identifies that individuals have preferred attentional
styles in one of the four quadrants. Most individuals have some capacity in each of the
dimensions and have some ability to shift between them in response to changing
situational demands (Nideffer, n.d.). Using Nideffer’s (1976, 1993, 2004) work, the
following will be a description of common characteristics of individual’s tending toward
particular styles in the model.
A narrow-external attentional style describes an individual who is very focussed,
is very seldom distracted, and uses predominantly left brain, or analytical processes. This
individual pays attention to very few external cues in order to act and/or react
appropriately to environmental demands. Fehmi (1998) identified this as the dominant
attentional style in American society. The danger of this style is that overuse may lead to
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obsession and worry, and may limit an individual’s ability to be open-minded. A narrowexternal style is typically used to execute a plan or skill (ie. hit a golf ball).
A narrow-internal attentional style describes an individual who seems to be rigid
and inflexible. Typically an individual will engage this attentional style when faced with
an intellectually, emotionally or physically stimulating event. A narrow-internal style is
used to create logical sets of procedures (ie. rehearse a gymnastics move, set goals,
establish a plan to evaluate an injury).
A broad-external attentional style describes an individual who is aware of and
sensitive to his/her surroundings. The danger of this style is the potential of becoming
overloaded, or confused by the environment. A broad-external style is used to be able to
react instinctively to surrounding events (ie. attentively watching a game in anticipation
of injurious situations).
A broad-internal attentional style may describe an individual who is very
analytical, and is capable of multidimensional awareness. The danger of this style is the
potential for overanalyzation, or paralysis by analysis. A broad-internal style is used to
problem solve.
Descriptions of the attentional styles become important when working with
individuals to be aware of their preferred style and to improve their ability to shift
attention when appropriate. Interaction with the environment presents a situation where
no one attentional style will be effective in all potential situations. In addition,
multidimensional tasks require more than one attentional style. Nideffer (n.d.) describes
the importance of the ability to shift within and between attentional styles:
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the ability to problem solve requires an individual to shift attention
internally, to recall past information and experiences so that these can be
compared to an immediate external situation or issue. Then, based on
those comparisons and on the perceived demands of the immediate
situation or problem, the individual makes a prediction about the best
course of action to take, and acts about that decision.
The task described by Nideffer (1976), problem solving, is particularly relevant for ATS
in an injury evaluation context. Injury information is gathered through evaluation and
compared to past experiences. The results of this comparison are considered in the
context of the current environment, and a decision is made regarding a course of action.
The ability to do this appropriately for various contexts is critical for ATS performance in
the clinical environment. The next assumption describes the importance of attentional
shifting to meet the requirements of specific contexts.
Contextual Attentional Shift. Nideffer’s third assumption describes different
performance situations as presenting different demands on the four attentional styles, and
requiring different amounts of shifting between the styles. This relates very well to the
idea of attentional selectivity (Posner and Boies, 1971). “Individuals bring a relatively
fixed capacity to attend to a learning or performance situation and then make selective
attentional allocations, or attempt to make them, to what they think is important” (Singer,
et al, p.102). Cues allowed into the information processing system change as the demands
of the situation change. An example relevant to the present study is the internal focus
required by academic environments. When a student is working on a problem s/he should
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shift from a broad-internal focus, the analysis, to a narrow internal focus, following the
plan to the solution (Nideffer, 2004).
Fehmi (1998) portrays attentional shift in his depiction of the attentional model.
Attentional flexibility is required by most performance situations, Fehmi refers to this as
Open Focus, and believes that this state can be trained. A discussion of the potential for
learning or training of attentional style and flexibility is best engaged in conjunction with
a discussion of the relationship between arousal and attention.
Arousal-Attention Relationship. The fourth assumption of the Theory of
Attentional Style is the arousal-attention relationship. The components of the arousalattention relationship that are of particular relevance to the present study are cue
utilization, context and task relevance. As the study of arousal’s1 impact on performance
is a large area of research in and of itself, a complete discussion is beyond the scope of
this review. Factors related to performance in high arousal situations (confidence,
minimization of processing demands and automaticity of performance) will be described
here because they relate to the dynamic, multidimensional demands of the athletic
training clinical environment.
Easterbrook (1958) asserted that as arousal increases, cue utilization decreases.
More specifically, the relationship is patterned for the Yerkes-Dodson inverted U
relationship between arousal and performance (Van Schoyock & Grasha, 1981). Arousal
increases to an optimal level and performance is enhanced; as arousal increases further
performance is inhibited. Easterbrook (1958) also noted that a lack of complete or needed
information and an overabundance of arousal both serve to decrease performance in the

1 Arousal here refers to physical, emotional and mental activation in response to stress.
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same way. Cue utilization in the case of attention refers to the number of cues entered
into the information-processing system that are linked to a response (Easterbrook, 1959).
An increase in arousal serves to decrease the range of cues used, which may be helpful in
simple tasks requiring few cues or may be detrimental in complex tasks requiring several
simultaneous cues (Easterbrook, 1959; Eysenck, 1982; Nideffer, 1976).
Easterbrook (1959) identified that context is important; the task determines
whether decreasing cue utilization will decrease or increase performance and to what
degree. Different tasks require different amounts of cue utilization. For example,
defending a soccer goal requires few cues for successful performance; however, goalies
often encounter many cues (placement of defenders, crowd noise, etc) which increases
the probability of attending to task irrelevant cues as opposed to task relevant cues.
Performance or task relevance is very important when considering the potential
for a decrease in range of cues processed. Relevance of cues to a particular task impacts
level of proficiency with the task. Proficiency is a function of the number of cues used.
An internal focus on previous experience impacts the determination of relevance to the
current situation (Norman, 1968, in Norman, 1976). As experience increases, familiarity
with relevant versus irrelevant cues, in particular injury scenarios, increases. With little
knowledge or experience, simultaneous use of task relevant and task irrelevant cues
decreases response effectiveness. As knowledge and experience increase, the number of
cues in use decreases, and the task irrelevant cues are eliminated first. For any task, a
decrease in the range of cues used will selectively decrease irrelevant cues, thus
improving performance; however, when all irrelevant cues are eliminated, relevant cues
then begin to be eliminated thus decreasing proficiency (Easterbrook, 1959). In terms of
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the inverted U theory, as arousal increases to the optimal level irrelevant cues decrease
leaving processing capacity for relevant cues. As arousal continues to increase relevant
cues also decrease causing a decrease in the ability to see the whole picture.
Factors related to performance in high arousal situations are confidence,
minimization of demands on the processing system using “chunking strategies”, and the
extent of automatization of the performance situation (Nideffer, n.d.). These factors have
also been identified as factors impacting ATS performance in an injury evaluation
context (Guyer, 2003). Confidence may exist in the individual, in the technique used, or
in the instructor who presented the process or who is interacting with the ATS at the time.
If the individual is confident then task relevant cues are typically selected for processing
and arousal is controlled. If the individual is lacking confidence then focus usually falls
on irrelevant cues (typically those of self-doubt). A draw to irrelevant cues is typically
understood as distraction. Confidence is an important tool for the allocation of attentional
resources, and plays a role in an individual’s ability to ignore task irrelevant stimuli
(Nideffer, 2004), avoiding distraction.
An increase in experience usually equates to increased confidence in particular
situations, increased confidence usually equates with decreased arousal (Fehmi, 1998;
Nideffer, 2004), and decreased arousal leads to improved focus on task relevant cues
(Easterbrook, 1959). In terms of relevance to ATS in the clinical setting, a focus on task
relevant cues improves as experience is gained (Guyer, 2003). Learning is also a factor
impacting the use of task relevant and task irrelevant cues.
An important implication of Easterbrook’s work for the present study is that
learning may decrease use of irrelevant cues and increase use of relevant cues.
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Individuals may learn cognitive strategies to improve their ability to concentrate
(Nideffer, n.d.). Learning stimulates chunking of multiple, less significant cues into one
larger more manageable cue requiring less processing space. Since Easterbrook
completed his original work, an increase in processing efficiency has been found to be
true with increasing experience (Fehmi, 1998; Guyer, 2003).
The use of “chunking” (linking together of similar information for the purpose of
decreasing demand on attention) has already been found to occur in experienced ATS
(Guyer, 2003). Nideffer (on-line) reports that successful performers differ from non¬
successful performers (in a variety of contexts) in that they attend to less information
rather than processing more information. When a performer has managed to chunk cues,
the total drain on the processing system is less, in effect processing is not more extensive
but more efficient. Learning and/or an increase in experience also increases the
automatization of performance; this is related to control processing versus automatic
processing (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977), and the idea of the adaptive subconscious
(Gladwell, 2005). The more a technique or performance is practiced the more automatic
it becomes, placing less demand on attention.
Attentional selectivity is impacted by learning and/or experience (Fehmi, 1998;
Nideffer, 2004; Singer, et al., 1991). Learning involves a transition between control and
automatic processing (Shiffrin & Schneider, 1977; Singer, et al., 1991). Control
processing involves more effort, is slower, is used for novel or changing situations, and is
controlled by the individual (Boutcher, 2002). This type of processing is engaged by ATS
in the conscious modes of progression through clinical education, as described earlier in
this chapter. Control processing is most affected by attending to two cues at the same
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time, or an inability to shift from one cue to another (Gill, 2000). This processing can be
cumbersome and involve distraction, both of which negatively affect performance.
Automatic processing is more rapid, effortless, and is considered “processing without
attention” (Singer, et al., 1991, p.97).
Automatic processing is the work of the adaptive unconscious (Gladwell, 2005)
and increases the ability to process new situations. The automatic versus controlled
processing concept is viewed as an important explanation for particular interactions with
the environment. Automatic functioning is like being on autopilot; no extra energy is
spent processing information or cues, it happens automatically. This autopilot is
inhibited by a switch from automatic processing to control processing in an effort by the
individual to control performance in a high anxiety situation. In other words, autopilot
disengages in high stress situations when the pilot wants more control.
Arousal may negatively affect performance, however the deleterious effect can be
controlled by increasing confidence levels, employing cognitive strategies to reduce
demand on the processing system (chunking), and increasing familiarity with situations
(engaging autopilot). Attentional shifting is critical to performance, and recently the
characteristics of amount and smoothness of shifting have been found to impact optimum
performance (Nideffer, on-line).
Amount and Fluidness of Shifting. Related to the fourth assumption are the fifth
and sixth assumptions dealing with the quantity and fluidness of attentional shifting.
These factors are also important parts of optimizing performance. An inability to remain
focussed, or the act of continually shifting between attentional styles, will manifest in
feelings of being rushed (Nideffer, on-line).
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Contrary to the latter, consistent focus typically manifests in the perception of
time slowing. The existence of a flow state in an individual relies on that individual
moving seamlessly through transitions; for example, moving from developing a plan of
action to implementing it. The Flow State is more relevant to an open skill sport or
situation with short time demands context; however it is presented here as a potential
factor when time demands are placed on an evaluation context. Attentional shifting
should occur optimally as the task demands, and the shifting should be seamless so as not
to draw on processing resources.
Use of processing resources is impacted greatly by attentional selectivity and
selectivity is dependent on an individual’s attentional style. As attentional style describes
an individual’s cognitive interaction with the environment, with others, and with
him/herself, it is important to consider individual social characteristics. The last
assumption of the Theory of Attentional Style (Nideffer, 1976) relates to interpersonal
characteristics.
Interpersonal Characteristics. Nideffer’s last assumption provides the rationale
and mechanism for the measurement/description of attentional style. Intra and
interpersonal characteristics can be used as indicators of situations that may prove to be
stressful for an individual, and predictors of the default behaviors that will be engaged in
a high anxiety situation. The identification of these characteristics provides information
with which to make improvements with training.
The measurement and description of attentional style, through use of The
Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventory (Nideffer, 1976) is presented in the next
section.
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Measurement/Description
In the study of attention, a widely used assessment is The Attentional and
Interpersonal Style Inventory (TAIS) constructed by Nideffer (1976). He proposed that in
examining personality traits it is possible to identify those individual characteristics that
may lead to an accurate prediction of behavior. The TAIS is a self-report measure of
attentional selectivity (Abernathy, Summers & Ford, 1998). As reported earlier in this
chapter, attentional style, and cognitive and interpersonal characteristics impact
attentional selectivity, and as such are measured by the TAIS.
The structure of the TAIS is a 144-item questionnaire consisting of 20 subscales,
6 of which are related to attention, 4 are related to behavioral and cognitive control, and
10 describe interpersonal styles. An item analysis procedure was completed using a large
sample of college students to develop the 20 scale, 144-item questionnaire. The scales
are:
Broad external attentional focus (BET), overloaded by external stimuli
(OET), broad internal attentional focus (BIT), overloaded by internal
stimuli (OIT), narrow attentional focus (NAR), reduced attentional focus
(RED), behavior control (BCON), control scale (CON), self-esteem
(SES), physical orientation (P/O), obsessive (OBS), extroversion (EXT),
introversion (INT), intellectual expression (IEX), negative affective
expression (NAE), positive affect expression (PAE), depression (DEP),
focus over time (FOT), and performance under pressure (PUP). (Nideffer,
1976,397)
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Items on the questionnaire are phrased behaviorally regarding general situations, and the
response is made on a five point Likert scale from never to always.
Statistical analysis revealed that the subscales shared some overlap; however,
Nideffer (1990) suggested that this does not refute the validity of the TAIS. An individual
who tends to exhibit one attentional characteristic will, in most circumstances, also
exhibit a similar characteristic along the same continuum. He also stated that it was
unreasonable to expect that attentional width and amount of information processed are
unrelated (Nideffer, 1976). This points to an interesting contention that is surfacing
between research and practice, the difference between statistical significance and clinical
or practical significance (Moran, 1996; Nideffer, on-line; Peck, 1995). A more detailed
description of test development procedures and reliability and validity statistics can be
found in chapter three of this manuscript.
Although originally designed as a predictive tool for sport performance, little
empirical evidence exists to support its use in this way (Abemethy, Summers & Ford,
1998). The TAIS has been questioned in terms of construct validity (Albrecht & Feltz,
1987; Bergandi, Shryock & Titus; 1990; Ford & Summers, 1992; Van Schoyk & Grasha,
1981); however, the TAIS seems to have substantial practical validity (Moran, 1996;
Nideffer, on-line; Peck, 1995). Despite its seeming lack of statistically predictive function
and construct validity, the TAIS has been found to be useful as a tool for identifying
attentional problems (Abemethy, Summers & Ford, 1998), and for selecting candidates
for particular occupations (Peck, 1995). This is an example of the statistical versus
practical significance issue. The usefulness of the TAIS in describing attentional style
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and extrapolating that information to performance situations is clear and well-defined
(Nideffer, 1993; on-line).
TAIS attentional subscale scores may be plotted to identify an attentional profile
(Nideffer, 1981). If the characteristics required of a situation are known, the profile may
be compared to the known, thus identifying strengths and weaknesses. What the TAIS
lacks in statistical validity it gains in practical validity as a descriptor of attentional and
interpersonal characteristics. It has been used extensively in the consultation and
performance enhancement of elite athletes (Nideffer, 1993, on-line)
One of the contributing factors to the statistical contentions posed by various
researchers is that much of the attentional research completed in the sport context with
the TAIS has not used the 14 non-attention subscales (Albrecht & Feltz, 1987; Summers,
et al., 1991; Van Schyock & Grasha, 1981). The focus of these studies was predictability
of successful performance using attentional characteristics. A more detailed description
of attentional style requires a complete administration of the questionnaire (Nideffer, on¬
line). The 20 subscales will present much more dense information regarding potential
strengths and weaknesses of attentional style and are more appropriate for establishing a
cognitive training program (Nideffer, 1990, 1993). Administration of the entire
questionnaire presents a different methodological problem.
Although conceptually independent, the 20 subscales share some
interrelationships, making the statistical independence of the subscales questionable
(Nideffer, 1993). In order to statistically distinguish between skilled and less skilled
students on attentional style, a more stable 6-factor analysis will be used. Most
importantly this factor structure has been found to be stable with college students
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(Nideffer, 1981). The six factors are: (1) attentionally effective, (2) performance anxiety,
(3) extroversion, (4) distractible - impulsive, (5) physically controlling, and (6) angry impulsive. These factors are measured and compared statistically; however, the totality of
the 20 subscales are also considered part of the bigger picture. The importance of using
the entire scale for the present study lies in the multidimensional nature of the athletic
training clinical environment, and of the proposed study.
The contention shared by many researchers that the TAIS lacks constructive and
predictive validity (Albrecht & Feltz, 1987; Etzel, 1979; Ford & Summers, 1992;
Vallerand, 1983; Van Schoyock & Grasha, 1981) has been rebutted repeatedly by
Nideffer and others (DePalma & Nideffer, 1977; Nideffer, 1977, 1990) citing
methodological problems and lack of understanding of the theory in general (Nideffer,
1990). After a thorough review of this literature it seems that there is truth to both sides
of the contention. At this point there remains a lack of a single comprehensive theoretical
model for cognition, specifically attention. An understanding of the level of complexity
of these constructs remains undiscovered. Perhaps until such a model is constructed it
would be fruitful to investigate both statistical and practical significance in attentional
investigations. The following section will present several existing applications of the
Theory of Attentional and Interpersonal Style.
Application
The Theory of Attentional and Interpersonal Style has been applied to prediction
of sport performance, comparison of expert versus novice in sport, and prediction of
management success. The TAIS and sport specific versions have been used extensively in
sport psychology (Albrecht & Feltz, 1987; Bergandi, Shryock & Titus, 1990; Nideffer,
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1987; Summers, et al., 1991; Vallerand, 1983; Van Schoyck & Grasha, 1981). The TAIS
has also been used with college students (Nideffer, 1976; 1981), and other groups
(musicians, psychologists, and police) (Boney, 1982; Lamotte, 1981; Philips, 1978;
Schmeizer, 1981). Most recently, the TAIS has been used in the business management
context as a predictor of management success, and selection (Nideffer, on-line; Peck,
1995).
Distinction between expert and novice originates in learning rather than innate
ability. Experts typically use early cues and more efficiently identify and use task
relevant cues (Abemethy, 1993; Moran, 1996).
The Theory of Attentional and Interpersonal Style, as one conception of attention
seems to provide a theoretical base from which to understand cognition in several
contexts. Although not perfect, the attentional style model is one that continues to be used
to describe cognitive dispositions and potential performance characteristics. The concept
of statistical significance versus practical significance is an important one and has bearing
on the study of attention, and cognition in general. Individuals have a limited capacity to
describe their thoughts (Nisbett & Wilson, 1977), making cognition a challenging
construct to study empirically. The Theory and The Attentional and Interpersonal Style
inventory (Nideffer, 1976) offer a multidimensional method with which to study the
complexity of cognition.
Summary
The identification of characteristics of successful ATS has been studied for over a
decade (Draper, 1989; Erikson & Martin, 2000; Harrelson, Gallaspy, Knight, & LeaverDunn, 1997; Sammarone, Turocy, Comfort, Perin, & Gieck, 2000). It is clear from these
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investigations that ATS success is based on much more than GPA. Cognition, critical
thinking, and problem solving are terms used somewhat interchangeably in the literature.
The problem with using these separate conceptions of cognition in applying theory to
practice for ATS is that a single theory is difficult to construct. Although attention is not
specifically mentioned in these investigations, the hint of attention is found in several
studies (Coker, 2000; Erikson & Martin, 2000; Guyer, 2003; Stilger, Etzel, & Lantz,
2001). Attention, specifically the Theory of Attentional and Interpersonal Style, seems to
provide solid footing from which to start building an understanding of what happens to
connect knowledge and experience for athletic training students in the clinical
environment.
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Figure 2.1. A model of cognitive functioning in the clinical environment, an adaptation of
Nideffer’s (1976) model of attentional style and Robinson’s (1974) model of cognitive
awareness.
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Figure 2.2. Nidefifer’s model of attentional style (1976). The vertical continuum
represents width of attention, and the horizontal continuum represents direction of
attention.
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CHAPTER 3
METHODS
This study was designed to describe attentional characteristics in junior and senior
Athletic Training Students (ATS) in the traditional athletic training setting (collegiate
athletic training room). The study included quantitative and qualitative research methods.
The quantitative, empirical phase of the investigation established attentional style
differences in junior and senior ATS. Phase two, the qualitative component of the study
described each individual student’s experience of attending. A qualitative approach to
inquiry is being used more frequently in nursing and athletic training education research
today (Bamum, et. al., 2003; Chinn & Kramer, 1999; Guyer, 2003; Higuchi & Donald;
Ironside, 2002; Mensch & Ennis, 2002; Pitney & Ehlers, 2004; Pitney & Parker, 2002)
due to increasing interest in understanding the social aspect of the practice of athletic
training and in the development of theory where theory does not yet exist. The
combination of methods added validity and depth of understanding, which may not have
been accomplished with either method in isolation (Thomas & Nelson, 2001).
The first phase of the study was quantitative in nature. Drawing on the Theory of
Attentional Style (Nideffer, 1976), attentional characteristics were quantified by The
Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventory (TAIS). The independent variable, skill
with two levels (juniors and seniors), was evaluated for significant differences on the
dependent variables (six factor scores of the 20 subscales of the TAIS). More specific
details regarding the quantitative analysis are described in the data analysis section of this
chapter. This primary evaluation provided information as to whether the groups were
different, not why they were different (Thomas & Nelson, 2001).
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The qualitative component, phase two, of this study was designed to provide
insight into the question of why the groups were different. A more rich description of
how attentional characteristics manifest in the clinical environment for individual
students completing an injury evaluation were obtained through qualitative methods. The
proposed study presented what are essentially several in depth case studies based on the
theoretical principles guiding phenomenology (Merriam, 1998; Patton, 1990). The
purpose of a phenomenological study is to consider detailed descriptions of experience
(Merriam, 1998; Patton, 1990; Rossman & Rallis, 1998; Thomas & Nelson, 2001).
Given that the study was both qualitative and quantitative in nature, this chapter is
organized to address critical components of each method. An orientation to the study will
be provided first through operationally defining key terms. Next, the context for the study
will be set. Developing a context is important to both quantitative and qualitative research
methods; however, it is particularly important to qualitative research because the
environment represents data points to be used in the description of the phenomenon being
studied (Rossman & Rallis, 1998). The setting in which the study occurred will be
described next. A detailed description of the participants in the study will then be
presented, followed by a discussion of the measurement instruments used in the study.
The structure, development, and reliability and validity of the TAIS will then be
presented, as well as the qualitative tools that were used. A qualitative study does not
typically utilize instruments, as in the quantitative case; however, for the purpose of this
mixed method study, qualitative methods will be included in the instrumentation section.
After the nuts and bolts of the study have been presented, the procedure will be outlined
in detail, followed finally by a description of the data analysis methods that were used.
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Operational Definitions
The following terms are defined operationally for the present study:
Athletic Training Student (ATS)
Athletic training student is operationally defined as a student enrolled in, and in
good status with, a CAAHEP accredited Athletic Training Education Program.
Junior. A student is considered a junior if s/he has obtained junior status in his/her
respective program, has completed at least the equivalent of upper and lower evaluation
courses, and has completed at least 1 full semester of clinical experiences.
Senior. A student is considered a senior if s/he has obtained senior status in
his/her respective program, has completed all required evaluation courses, and has
completed at least 3 semesters of clinical experiences.
Attentional Style
Attentional style is defined operationally as six factor scores measured by The
Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventory (TAIS) (Nideffer, 1976). Six factors were
determined through secondary principal-components factor analysis and were labeled:
Overloaded/anxious, Decision-making, Control, Adaptation, Focus, and Self-esteem by
the researcher.
Injury
Injury is defined operationally as any trauma incurred by an individual that 1)
prompts the individual to seek an evaluation in the athletic training room, and/or 2) is
referred to the athletic training room by an ATC or ATS.
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Injury Evaluation
Injury evaluation is defined operationally as an initial evaluation completed by an
ATS under the direct supervision of an ACI. An evaluation qualifies as initial if the
injured individual has not been evaluated for this injury, by the ATS in the last six
months. The evaluation must, at minimum, include the following components: history,
observation/inspection, palpation, special tests, and clinical impression; and must be
documented through injury report. Direct supervision by an ACI is required for the
protection of the injured athlete, and is mandated by the JRC-AT (CAAHEP, 2001).
Delimitations
This study is delimited by the following factors:
1. Junior and Senior ATS in good standing with Athletic Training Education
Programs with CAAHEP continuing accreditation status are included as
subjects in phase one.
2. Six factor scores for The Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventory will be
used to determine attentional characteristics.
Setting
Data was collected at eight institutions in the Northeast. These institutions had
Athletic Training Education Programs with current CAAHEP accreditation status at the
time of the study. Phase one data collection occurred in a traditional classroom to
facilitate completion of the inventory and demographic questionnaire. Collegiate athletic
training rooms were used for phase two data collection to provide a real context (Chenitz
& Swanson, 1986; Rossman & Rallis, 1998). In this environment the athletic training
students are attending in their “traditional” setting, where their patient contact and
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clinical knowledge combine to form the base of their clinical education. Gaining access
to this intimate environment was a delicate task due to the importance of student candid
behavior and response, and the need to protect the rights and standard of care of the
injured student-athletes.
Gaining Entry
Arrangements were made to meet with the Head Athletic Trainer, the Clinical
Education Coordinator and the Director of the Athletic Training Education Program at
each participating institution. The nature of the study to be conducted was described with
the intent of gaining access to the site (Rossman & Rallis, 1998). A follow-up meeting
was arranged to meet with the Approved Clinical Instructors (ACIs) at the site. The
purpose of this meeting was to explain their role in the study as active participants. The
ACI is a large part of the context for the ATS; as such they will become part of the data
collection. ACI’s supervised the injury evaluations and intervened on behalf of the
injured patient when the evaluation was complete to initiate care while the ATS was
taken away to complete a stimulated recall. The input of the Program Director, the
Clinical Education Coordinator, and the Approved Clinical Instructors were important in
selecting the athletic training students to be involved in phase two of this investigation.
Participants
The participants for this investigation were students enrolled in accredited athletic
training education programs. The participants for phase one were junior and senior ATS
in good standing in their respective programs. Three participants from each group were
purposefully selected for observation, video analysis and stimulated recall interview;
phase two of the study. Purposeful sampling was employed in order to maximize
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potential group differences and present qualitative analysis of exemplar cases. Three
juniors and three seniors were chosen for their exemplar attentional profiles. Participants
in phase two were participating in a clinical experience with an Approved Clinical
Instructor at the time of the study. To be assigned a clinical experience implied that the
student was in good standing in the program. Availability of the junior or senior for
videotape analysis and subsequent interview was also a consideration for selection.
Informed Consent
All participants in the study were given an opportunity to voluntarily consent their
participation. Prior to the administration of the demographic form and TAIS, informed
consent forms were distributed to participants (Appendix B). The researcher or a research
assistant then read aloud the items on the form to assure participant knowledge of the
research process and understanding of its voluntary nature. Participants were then invited
to sign the form and return it to the researcher or research assistant administering the
inventory.
Consent from the injured patients was obtained prior to the injury evaluation.
When an injured patient arrived in the athletic training room, an Approved Clinical
Instructor (ACI) would approach the patient to mention the study being conducted. With
permission, the researcher explained the study and obtained informed consent
documentation prior to the injury evaluation (Appendix C). If consent was granted, the
athlete was evaluated by an ATS who had consented and been chosen to participate.
Protection of injured patients’ health and confidentiality are of foremost concern in any
athletic training setting. In order to ensure these conditions, but not limit the validity of
the data collection, an ACI was present in his/her prescribed capacity to intervene on
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behalf of the patient if necessary (CAAHEP, 1999). This procedure was piloted and
found to be effective in preserving both the validity of the study and the protection of the
athlete (Bamum, Guyer, & Noun, 2003). With entry granted, and consent to participate
obtained, phase one data collection commenced.
Instrument
Phase one of the study was highlighted by the administration of The Attentional
and Interpersonal Style Inventory (TAIS) (Nideffer, 1976) as the measure of student
attentional characteristics. The TAIS was designed by Nideffer as a psychological
assessment that would provide useful feedback to better inform treatment protocols
(Nideffer, 1976). The use of the TAIS in this study was in keeping with this purpose.
Information gleaned from the analysis of TAIS data will inform the cognitive progression
of athletic training students in the clinical environment, and subsequently provide the
basis for remediation of those students struggling in the clinical environment.
The TAIS is a 144-item pencil and paper inventory consisting of 20 subscales.
The initial phase of test development involved item analysis with 302 college students,
which revealed the 20 subscales. Each item was then correlated with its total subscale
score; items not reaching .01 level of probability were dropped, revealing the 144 items.
Subscale independence was statistically questionable in the initial study (interscale
correlations were .01 - .80 with a mean of .28) (Nideffer, 1976). A secondary analysis
was completed comparing the mean item-subscale correlations with non-subscale item
correlations with the same total subscale score. The highest percentage of overlap was
.022, representing an improved view of subscale independence. Empirical evidence exists
to support the use of the TAIS.
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Test-retest reliability values were established with college students over a two
week period (r =. 60-.93, m = .83) (Wolfe & Nideffer, 1974). Construct validity was
established through several studies dealing with various related constructs. The TAIS was
able to explain group differences between open skill, closed skill and team sport athletes
(Nideffer & Bond, 1989). In keeping with the Theory of Attentional Style (Nideffer,
1976), open skill athletes presented as more competitive and controlling than their
counterparts; closed skill athletes presented as more introverted, more narrowly focussed,
and less distracted; and team sport athletes presented as more extroverted, with a broadexternal attentional style (Nideffer, 1990). DePalma and Nideffer (1977) were able to
successfully discriminate between groups of psychiatric patients using the TAIS.
Nideffer, while establishing college student norms was able to reliably distinguish
between males and females.
The construct and predictive validity of the TAIS is contended in the literature
(Abemethy, Summers & Ford, 1998; Vallerand, 1983; Van Schoyck & Grasha, 1981),
along with the statistical validity of the factor structure (Bergandi, et al., 1990; Nideffer,
1981; Summers & Ford, 1990; Vallerand, 1983; Van Schoyck & Grasha, 1981). Many
researchers have completed factor analyses of the TAIS (Bergandi, et al., 1990; Nideffer,
1981; Summers & Ford, 1990; Vallerand, 1983; Van Schoyck & Grasha, 1981). In some
studies, the six attentional subscales were collapsed statistically into a two-factor
structure (scan and focus) (Summers & Ford, 1990; Van Schoyck & Grasha, 1981). In
other studies, another two-factor structure emerged, effective and ineffective attentional
style (Bergandi, et al., 1990).
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The two-factor structures improved the statistical validity of the instrument for
these particular contexts; however, practical validity is highly dependent on the research
question and whether the emergent factors are relevant to the question, and this is not
clear in these studies. The key here is that in reality the subscales represented in the TAIS
are not conceptually independent so we should not expect them to be found statistically
independent of each other. As mentioned in chapter two, there is significant practical
value in the TAIS (Nideffer, 1993), and a stable six-factor structure exists. A secondary
principal-components factor analysis was completed to determine the factors to be used
in this study, and will be discussed later in this chapter. The six-factor structure will be
used as the dependent variables in the current study.
Some of the research questioning the construct and predictive validity of the TAIS
was conducted with incomplete methodology resulting in unsupported conclusions
(Nideffer, 1990). Methodological errors like small n’s, comparing analyses of 7 subscales
to analyses of 17 subscales, not controlling for response set, not manipulating arousal
levels, and not completely understanding the underlying theory of attentional style,
permeated the studies refuting the construct and predictive validity of the TAIS. Several
of the methodological issues are controlled for in the current study.
The current study employed marginal, however acceptable population numbers
(N=89), and utilized all 20 subscales. A detailed review of literature was completed by
the researcher lending credibility to the theoretical underpinnings of the study, and
response set was a controlled variable. Response set, or the orientation of the subject to
the testing situation, is an important factor to consider when administering the TAIS
(Nideffer, 1993). Participants may feel that they need to look good or look bad depending
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on what they want the outcome to be. For example, if a candidate is applying for a job
and the TAIS will be used as a selection tool, the candidate will respond to the items in
the way s/he feels they should be answered as opposed to how s/he would respond
normally.
For the purpose of the present study, the researcher controlled response set with
instructions to the participants to respond to items as if they were referring to situations
occurring during an injury evaluation. Additionally, the instructions emphasized the idea
that the TAIS identified style as opposed to skill; decreasing the chance that students
would try to respond in an acceptable manner. The voluntary nature of the study also
decreased the chances of participants faking their responses (Nideffer, 1993). Response
set instructions may be found in Appendix D. The inventory was administered in an
identified athletic training setting typically a classroom, to help establish the context for
the response set. The interview component of phase two of the study helped to control for
inaccurate researcher interpretation of response set.
Despite the statistical validity questions that exist in the literature, important
points have been made regarding the importance of considering practical as well as
statistical significance when drawing conclusions based on analysis of TAIS data
(Nideffer, 1990; 1993; 2004). The TAIS has been shown to have significant practical
validity (Moran, 1996; Nideffer, 1987, 1989; 1990; 1993; Peck, 1995). Ultimately the
significance of using the TAIS in the current study lies in its original intent, to provide
feedback that will ultimately be used to develop training programs designed to help
facilitate student cognitive competence in the clinical environment. The information
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gained from the TAIS analysis was strengthened by the case studies performed in phase
two of the study. The conduct of the case studies is described in the next section.
Procedures
Program Directors of 11 accredited athletic training education programs were
called in early January asking for permission to send a study packet. The study packet
contained a cover letter requesting program participation (Appendix E) and a copy of all
testing materials. The packets were sent to all Program Directors and Clinical Education
Coordinators (Appendix F) in mid January. A follow-up e-mail was sent the next week.
Several programs agreed to participate during the first phone call, and one appointment
for testing was made by e-mail. Five additional schools agreed to participate after
receiving the research packet, bringing the total to six of the original 11 contacted
schools. Not all juniors and seniors from each program participated, precipitating a need
to contact three additional programs in the Northeast region. One of the three programs
agreed to participate, bringing the number of programs participating to eight and group
numbers into alignment with the statistic being used in the study.
Upon receipt of consent to enter the sites, phase one began. A meeting was
established with junior and senior ATS to obtain informed consent and administer the
TAIS (Nideffer, 1976). The researcher and/or research assistant went to each site to
administer the TAIS and a demographic questionnaire (Appendix G). Specific response
set instructions were established to maintain consistency of administration and to
decrease error scores when comparing groups on attentional style. Anonymity was
maintained by coding the informed consent, TAIS and demographic forms. Junior and
senior level ATS (n = 51, 38, for N = 89) were compared on six factor scores of the TAIS
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using quantitative methods described in the data analysis section. Participants were then
selected for participation in phase two of the study.
Selection of participants for phase two of the study commenced immediately
following initial analysis of the TAIS data. Students with exemplar attentional profiles
were approached to participate in phase two. Program directors at the selected students’
institutions were contacted with the names of students and asked for contact and schedule
information. Contact was made with the selected students, and a research packet (cover
letter [Appendix H] and phase two materials [patient informed consent, interview guide,
observation form]) was sent, or delivered to the Head Athletic Trainer of the institution.
Nine students were selected for phase two, including three alternate students incase one
of the six declined participation. Those students who were available at the time of phase
two, who had an opportunity to do an injury evaluation during the observation time
frame, and who agreed to participate were selected for phase two. Three students
declined participation requiring the use of the alternates. Five institutions were used in
phase two of the study.
A video camera was placed in the home athletic training room of the selected
participants. The participants selected for video analysis performed initial injury
evaluations for injured patients at their respective sites. Based on a pilot study, qualitative
data was obtained via field observations in the athletic training room, stimulated recall,
and review of written documentation in the form of injury reports.
Field Observation
The researcher entered the athletic training room environment of each participant
to be videotaped during the traditional functioning hours of the athletic training room
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between 1PM and 9PM, for a minimum of four hours and a maximum of eight hours,
over the course of one or two days, until all data was collected. This schedule allowed the
researcher to observe busy and quiet times in the athletic training room so as not to bias
the data toward one pace or the other (Davis, 1986). It is important to observe ATS at
varying levels of stimulation because attention and social interactions are impacted by
increased and decreased arousal. Perhaps a student performing an evaluation during a
busy time will perform the same evaluation differently at a non-busy time. Observing this
schedule made the researcher less conspicuous in the setting, an important component of
a field observation (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986; Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
Observations lasting several hours gave the researcher a balanced view of the
setting, and allowed the participants time to become more comfortable with the new
member of the environment. Adding to the anonymity of the researcher was the fact that
she is a certified athletic trainer and dressed appropriately for the environment. The field
observation served to collect data regarding the environment (lighting, temperature,
sound, distractions, etc.), and interactions between participants in the environment
(athletes, ATS, ACI, others), and individual participant behaviors (Merriam, 1998). All
forms of communication were noted on the field observation form (Appendix I).
Video Recording
In order to decrease the obtrusiveness of a video camera in the native
environment, the camera was placed in the athletic training room prior to the start of data
collection. The placement of the camera was reviewed with the athletic trainer on duty
and was kept in a location away from traffic flow in the room. A laptop computer was
connected to the video camera in order to collect and store the video to be used in the
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stimulated recall interview. The recording was used to validate the field observations
made by the researcher, and to document the injury evaluation process (Rossman &
Rallis, 1998). The researcher and the participant reviewed the recording immediately
following the evaluation in order to obtain data regarding attentional shifting and/or cue
utilization.
Stimulated Recall
The video recording of the injury evaluation was used to organize conversation
between the researcher and the participant around the attentional shifting and/or cue
utilization that occurred through the evaluation. The interview occurred immediately
following completion of the injury evaluation in a room adjacent to the athletic training
room. The laptop computer used to store the video was brought into the room and was
used as the mode to view the video. Semi-structured questions were asked regarding
thoughts, technique, sequencing, environment, interactions, confidence, affect,
motivation and previous experience. The interview guide may be found in Appendix J.
Injury Report
Athletic training students are required to complete injury report forms for
documentation of an injury occurrence and tracking of injured patients. Each participant
in this study completed an injury report for the patient that s/he evaluated. Patient
confidentiality was maintained as part of the athletic training ethical code for which the
ATS’s are held accountable. An example of an injury report form is not included in this
manuscript in order to maintain anonymity of the programs and participants involved.
The information recorded on the report form was used to validate data collected through
the stimulated recall and videotape (Rossman & Rallis, 1998).
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Data Analysis
Initial empirical analysis involved reducing the volume of variables from the 20
subscales of the TAIS to six factors. A secondary principal-components analysis of the 20
TAIS subscales was completed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 10.0
(SPSS) (SPSS-PC, 1999). A six-factor structure was chosen based on statistical and
practical validation. The specific validation results are discussed in chapter 4.
A one-way, independent groups Multiple Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) was
completed using the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences 10.0 (SPSS) (SPSS-PC,
1999). Six rotated factor scores for the junior and senior ATS were compared. The
dependent variables were the six rotated factor scores of the TAIS. The independent
variables were status in program (junior and senior) and gender (male and female). A
discriminant function analysis was also completed. A detailed presentation of the
empirical results of the study may be found in chapter 4. Qualitative procedures were also
completed to add depth to the descriptions of attentional style.
Qualitative data analysis began, as the observational and stimulated recall data
were collected (Chenitz & Swanson, 1986; Merriam, 1998; Strauss & Corbin, 1990;
Thomas & Nelson, 2001). Data from field observations and stimulated recalls were
transcribed into text by the researcher to be considered throughout the analysis. Data
were interpreted, using constant comparative analysis (Glaser & Stauss, 1967).
The constant comparative procedure involved cutting interview transcriptions into
data units. The data units were then categorized based on commonalties. The researcher
completed three rounds of comparison prior to the first peer audit. A colleague reviewed
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the data unit groupings and concurred with the category labels. The peer audit is
discussed in more detail in the trustworthiness section of this chapter.
Categories were analyzed for subcomponents or properties. Themes emerged
from intensive analysis of relationships among the categories. Researcher interpretations
and student narratives were used to provide examples of attentional characteristics and
targets of attention of junior and senior ATS. The results of the constant comparative
analyses may be found in chapter 5.
In order to preserve the genuineness of the descriptions, and the overall validity of
the qualitative component of the study, the perspective of the researcher must be
accounted for. The assumptions of the researcher will impact the interpretation of the
student perspective and should be presented (Pitney & Parker, 2001). My perspective
originates with my background as an ATC, and as a faculty member and clinical
education coordinator of a CAAHEP accredited ATEP. My undergraduate education
followed the curriculum model of athletic training education, and my current program
affiliation is with a curriculum program that implements the learning over time model of
clinical education. My experiences both as a student and as an educator have been biased
toward the early integration of the classroom and clinic settings. Entering this study I
believed that clinical education is the most important component of athletic training
education, and that in this dynamic, multidimensional environment each student’s
personality characteristics and his/her ability to interact with the environment are just as
important as a solid knowledge base from which to work. Ability to adapt cognition to
novel situations is crucial. The study was conducted at athletic training education
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programs other than my own, to avoid the influence of previous experience with the
participants.
Trustworthiness
Validity in qualitative research is determined through trustworthiness (Merriam,
1998). The trustworthiness of the proposed investigation was achieved through the
triangulation of the four data collection methods. The evaluation process was compared
to the data recorded on the injury report form. Interpretations of the transcribed data from
the stimulated recalls were authenticated through member checks. Relevance of
interpretations was periodically checked through peer review (Patton, 1990; Rossman &
Rallis, 1998). Peer review was used to ensure the congruence of themes and properties,
the mutual exclusivity of data units in themes, and the descriptive nature of category and
property labels (Merriam, 1998). Most importantly, the quantitative data analysis was
used to further identify attentional characteristics.
Limitations
Although there are several limitations with both the quantitative method chosen
and the qualitative method chosen, together, these methods decrease the limitations. The
limitations of the TAIS as a method of assessing attentional characteristics are as follows:
1. The TAIS is a self-report measure of attentional characteristics; therefore it
may not be a true measure of attentional characteristics of the participants.
2. Construct validity of the TAIS is in question (Albrecht & Feltz, 1987;
Bergandi, Shryock & Titus, 1990). However, the 6-factor structure to be used
in the proposed study adds statistical credibility to the conceptual validity of
the measure.
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3. The TAIS administered without wording reflecting a specific injury context
may be more a measure of trait attentional characteristics than state, as such
must be interpreted generally rather than specifically. The TAIS may not
identify situation specific attentional styles (ie. that used in the injury
evaluation process), rather a tendency toward a particular style generally
across all potential situations.
The limitations of the qualitative methods in describing attentional characteristics are as
follows:
1. Qualitative data is collected ex post facto potentially reducing the accuracy of
the self-reports due to situational bias (Nideffer, on-line, Nisbett & Wilson,
1977).
2. The data analysis is limited by the fact that researcher may only present
his/her interpretation of participant perceptions of events rather than the actual
perceptions themselves (Patton, 1990).
3. The participants may also be a source of limitation as they may only report on
their perceptions of events rather than actual occurrences due to biases
(Patton, 1990).
A limitation common to both methods is:
1. Individuals vary in their ability to accurately describe themselves (Nideffer,
on-line).
Summary
Athletic Training Students have been found to progress through stages of
learning, cognition and competence (Bamum, et al., 2003; Guyer, 2003; Weidner, et al..
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1997). How? What is the mechanism? Socially, ATS get more experience; intellectually,
they gain more knowledge. How does the combination play out in increased competence
in the athletic training clinical environment? Understanding how this occurs will help
provide context for remediation of those ATS who struggle in the clinical environment.
One plausible framework to explain the mechanism of the progression of ATS in the
clinical environment is the Theory of Attentional Style (Nideffer, 1976).
Attention is a complex construct lacking a single clear theory of explanation. The
most comprehensive and applied of the existing theories is the Theory of Attentional
Style (Nideffer, 1976). The use of the theory to explain attention in multidimensional
environments like sport (Albrecht & Feltz, 1987; Etzel, 1979; Nideffer, 1987; Summers
& Ford, 1990; Vallerand, 1983; Van Schoyck & Grasha, 1981) make it a solid leg of the
conceptual framework for considering the attentional characteristics of athletic training
students in the clinical environment. The multidimensional characteristic of both
attention and the clinical environment in athletic training demand that a multidimensional
methodology be constructed to describe the experience of the students impacted by both.
The Multiple Analysis of Variance statistical procedure was used to indicate differences
in attentional characteristics of junior and senior ATS; multiple case studies were used to
describe the attentional characteristics, and thoughts and experiences of ATS.
The goal of the current study was to add to the body of literature describing ATS
progression in the clinical environment. The mission of the current study was to provide
information to athletic training educators that may be used to facilitate ATS progression
to clinical competence.
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CHAPTER 4
EMPIRICAL RESULTS
This study was designed to describe attentional characteristics of junior and senior
Athletic Training Students (ATS) in the traditional athletic training setting (collegiate
athletic training room). The study included quantitative and qualitative methods of
research. The focus of the quantitative, empirical phase of the study was to explore
attentional style differences of junior and senior ATS. In order to accomplish this, a
secondary principal-component factor analysis was completed using the 20 subscale
scores of The Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventory (TAIS) (Nideffer, 1976). The
six emergent factor scores were entered as dependent variables in a Two-way Multiple
Analysis of Variance (MANOVA) to test for differences of the mean vector of scores for
junior and senior, and male and female ATS, as well as an interaction effect.
The results of frequency, descriptive, exploratory and inferential statistical tests
are reported. Immediately relevant discussion points will be made as the results are
presented, reserving overall discussion and integration with phase two data for chapter 6.
Demographic data are presented first to describe the participant population. The results of
the principal-components analysis are then discussed in order to explain the derivation of
the six factor scores used to compare the groups. MANOVA and discriminant function
results are presented as the final statistical analyses. The chapter concludes with a
presentation of derived TAIS profiles for the six Athletic Training Students (ATS)
selected for participation in the qualitative phase of the study.
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Demographics
The frequencies program of the SPSS (SPSS-PC, 1999) was used to summarize
demographic data collected. Frequencies are presented in Figure 4.1. The participant
population in the current study was representative of the general athletic training student
population based on data collected by the JRC-AT (NATA, 2005). In 2004, 37% of
graduates were male and 63% were female; the current study reproduced these
percentages exactly (33 males, 56 females). Of particular note are statistics relating to
career plans and preferred learning environment. Of the participants in this study, 60.2%
plan on pursuing athletic training as their primary career, although 90.8% intend on using
the athletic training certification as their primary credential, with 43.7% intending on
pursuing various combinations of credentials (Physical Therapy, Occupational Therapy,
Medical Doctor, Physician’s Assistant, Certified Strength and Conditioning Specialist,
Certified Massage Therapist). In light of a recent study by the JRC-AT (NATA, 2005)
this may be indicative of a continuing trend.
The percentage of undergraduate students graduating in 2004 employed in athletic
training was 32%, down from 49% in 2002, and the lowest percentage since data were
collected in 2000. This same graduating class had 11% of its graduates employed in other
fields, up from 9% the previous year. It is premature to speculate as to reasons for the
increase in movement to other fields; however, these trends are important to understand
in terms of their impact on student advising and retention in athletic training education
programs.
In terms of preferred learning environment, 28.4% of participants preferred the
classroom environment, 9.9% preferred lab, and 61.7% preferred the clinical
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environment. These frequencies have important implications for educators that will be
discussed further in chapter 6.
Derivation of Factors
A total of 89 students (51 juniors, 38 seniors) volunteered to complete The
Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventory (Nideffer, 1976) as part of phase one of the
study. The Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventories were hand scored using
Microsoft Excel to determine the 20 subscale scores. A secondary principal-components
analysis (PCA) was computed on the 20 calculated subscale scores using SPSS 10.0
(SPSS-PC, 1999).
A Principal Components Analysis was completed to reduce the number of
variables included in the multivariate procedure. The PCA revealed six factors
accounting for 70% of the total variance of the Attentional and Interpersonal Style
Inventory (see Table 1). Table 1 presents the rotated eigenvalues, because the rotated
solution was used to create weighted factor scores that were used as input for the
MANOVA. Weighted factor scores were calculated to be used in the multivariate
analysis to improve accuracy. Criteria for the basic assumptions are also presented in
Table 1.
The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) measure of sampling adequacy indicated that the
correlation matrix included a high degree of common factor variance. Bartlett’s Test of
Sphericity was significant revealing that the correlation matrix for the six factors was
significantly different from the identity matrix. The reproduced correlation matrix
revealed only 40% of residuals over .05 indicating a good fit between the factor structure
and the data collected.
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The initial PC A, requesting extraction of components with eigenvalues > 1,
revealed five components; however, more in-depth review of the variance explained and
the practical relevance of the factors extracted revealed a six-factor structure. The sixfactor structure was accepted because the scree plot1 (Figure 4.2) revealed a leveling off2
of factor eigenvalues at the seventh factor, and the sixth eigenvalue (.994) was very close
to one. Most importantly, the six factors make theoretical and practical sense. The factors
with their rotated loadings (Varimax) are outlined in Table 2.
The rotated loadings are presented for interpretation purposes. Theoretical
interpretation of factors impacts and is impacted by statistical rotation procedures.
Rotation makes the correlation matrix more clean for interpretation by having items load
highly on only one factor, and having factors with only some highly loaded items
(Pedhazur & Pedhazur Schmelkin, 1991). Varimax rotation was used in this case to
maximize variances of the factors, and this rotation was employed in previous research
using the TAIS (Nideffer, 1981).
Factors 3 - 6 are statistically marginal due to the small number of loadings for
each of these factors, in particular factor 5 with only two loadings. This same statistical
phenomenon was presented with concern for usefulness of the TAIS in earlier literature
(Albrecht & Feltz, 1987; Bergandi, Shryock & Titus, 1990; Ford & Summers; Van
Schoyk & Grasha, 1981); however, evidence exists to support the practical significance
of all six factors.

1 The scree plot is a pictorial representation of the relative variance accounted for by each
factor.
2 The leveling off phenomenon indicates that the factors no loner have significant
discriminatory value.
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The most important criterion for acceptance of a factor structure is the degree to
which it makes practical and theoretical sense. The six factors meet this criterion in the
context of attention (Nideffer, 1993) and athletic training clinical education literature
(Bamum, et al., 2003; Guyer, 2003), and the observations and interpretations of this
researcher from phase two of this study (discussed in more detail in chapter 5 of this
manuscript). The factors represent various combinations of the attentional style,
behavioral and cognitive control, and interpersonal subscales of the TAIS indicating the
true multidimensional nature of attention and cognition. The following paragraphs
present descriptions of the six factors. The TAIS items included in each factor are listed
in Table 3.
Labeling and describing the factors derived from the PCA required review of
established factor labels (Nideffer, 1993), inclusion of established subscale definitions
(Nideffer, 1993), and integration of the Theory of Attentional Style. Although the sixfactor structure is similar to Nideffer’s (1981) structure, the make-up of the factors is
different. Labels were derived from the researcher’s knowledge of attentional theory, and
were applied to provide a heuristic description of each factor. The descriptions came from
a subscale interpretation guide (Nideffer, 1993). When appropriate, additional researcher
knowledge or related theory was used to supplement the descriptions.
Factor one, Overloaded/Anxious, indicates a student’s tendency to become
overloaded and confused by thoughts and feelings causing frustration and an
inappropriate narrowing of attention. The three attentional subscale components of this
factor, OET, OIT, and RED represent an individual’s tendency to have an inappropriate
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attentional focus. A student scoring high on this factor takes a long time making
decisions, sacrificing speed for accuracy in the face of decreased self-efficacy.
Factor two. Problem-solving3, indicates a student’s tendency to be intellectually
expressive and effective at integrating ideas and feelings originating in various contexts.
A student scoring high on this factor enjoys diverse activities, and views the clinical
environment as demanding and challenging. A high score on this factor also indicates a
student’s potential to overcome overload. This individual has typically been involved in
athletics and/or has an interest in athletics.
Factor three, Control, indicates a student’s tendency to assume active roles in
his/her environment, and to be in control of interpersonal situations.
Factor four, Adaptation, indicates a student’s tendency to feel comfortable in
busy, multidimensional environments. This factor also indicates the degree to which a
student is able to quickly assess and react to situations. A high score indicates the desire
to be in a leadership or decision making role when the pressure is on. Mai com Galdwell’s
(2005) depiction of the adaptive unconscious provided the impetus for the labeling of this
factor.
Factor five, Self-esteem, indicates a student’s tendency to view him/herself as
good and/or effective. Given that the students were instructed to frame their responses on
the TAIS to reflect experiences/feelings in the athletic training room during an injury
evaluation, this factor may be interpreted as a measure of perception of effectiveness in
the clinical environment specifically.

3 The original label for this factor was decision-making. This factor was re-labeled after analysis of the
student interviews, because the components of this factor seemed to be more related to the category of
problem solving.
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The final factor. Focus, indicates a student’s ability to narrow attention
appropriately. This factor also indicates the degree to which a student is effective at
integrating multiple thoughts and feelings, and the degree to which the student prefers
independent activity. The combination of factors four and six contain the attentional
subscales BET, BIT, and NAR representing what Nideffer (1993) refers to as an
attentionally effective thought pattern.
The emergent six-factor structure, although interesting on its own merits, was
derived for use in determining potential group differences as measured by the TAIS. The
following section presents the results of the group difference analyses.
Group Differences
The original research question relating to the differences of junior and senior
attentional styles was addressed with a multivariate analysis of the six-factor score
(weighted) means. Researcher interest and precedent in the literature provided impetus to
include a second main effect analysis for male/female group differences.
Gender was included as another categorical variable, because level in program is
not the only way to distinguish between athletic training students. This second
component was added under the premise that the determination of any group differences
in attentional characteristics could prove helpful in developing pedagogical strategies in
the clinical environment. The TAIS had also been found to successfully discriminate
between males and females (Nideffer, 1993).
The following research hypotheses were tested:
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1.. There will be no significant difference between the mean vector of scores for
the junior and senior groups on the factor scores of Overloaded/anxious,
Problem-solving, Control, Adaptation, Self-esteem, and Focus.
2. There will be a significant difference between the mean vector of scores for
male and female groups on the factor scores of Overloaded/anxious, Problem¬
solving, Control, Adaptation, Self-esteem, and Focus.
3. There will be no significant difference between the mean vector of scores for
male juniors, female junior, male senior and female senior groups on the
factor scores of Overloaded/anxious, Problem-solving, Control, Adaptation,
Self-esteem, and Focus.
A two-way multiple analysis of variance (MANOVA) was completed revealing
significance only for the main effect of gender. A discriminant function analysis was
completed to investigate the significant main effect for gender. The results of the analyses
follow, with particular attention paid to the original research question.
MANOVA
The descriptive statistics program of the SPSS 10.0 for Windows (SPSS-PC,
1999) was used to calculate the means and standard deviations for the junior and senior,
and male and female groups on the six factor scores from The Attentional and
Interpersonal Style Inventory (Nideffer, 1976). The descriptive statistics for the six
factors are outlined in Table 4. The mean vector of factor score profiles for the junior and
senior, and male and female groups are depicted in Figure 4.3.
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The MANOVA program from the SPSS for Windows (SPSS-PC, 1999) was used
in calculating the two-way independent groups MANOVA. The basic assumptions are
presented in Table 5.
The Levene’s F ratios were not significantly (p < .05) different for five of the
factors indicating homogeneity of variance across groups on five of the six factor scores.
The Levene’s statistic for OVD was significantly different indicating heterogeneous
across groups. The multivariate test continues to be valid with only one violation of the
variance assumption. The Box M value was not significant (p < .05) indicating that there
was no significant difference between the variance/co variance matrices across groups.
The Bartlett Test for Sphericity was significant (p < .05) indicating that there was a
significant difference between the correlation matrix for the six factor scores and the
identity matrix.
A Wilk’s Lambda was calculated for the two main effects and the interaction
effect using the SPSS for Windows (SPSS-PC, 1999) in completing the MANOVA. The
results of these calculations are presented in Table 6.
The results of the multivariate analysis indicated no significant differences
between the mean vector of scores for the junior and senior groups on the factor scores of
Overload/Anxious, Problem-solving, Control, Adaptation, Self-esteem, and Focus. The
MANOVA also indicated no significant interaction effect for male juniors, female
juniors, male seniors, and female seniors on the six factor scores. A significant main
effect for gender indicated a significant difference between the mean vector of scores for
the male and female groups. The percentage of total variability explained by the group
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differences was 5%, 23%, and 4% for the status main effect, gender main effect and
status-gender interaction respectively.
Although the comparison of the groups did not reveal a significant statistical
difference on the six factors as a whole or individually, evaluation of group variances
provide important adjunct information about the levels. In particular on the
overloaded/anxious factor the juniors had larger within group variation indicative of
various levels of comfort in the clinical environment; this variance was smaller in the
senior group. Individual differences in ability to cope with and function in the clinical
environment were apparent.
In sum, MANOVA analyses demonstrated mixed results for the hypotheses tested
in this study. The first hypothesis was supported as there were no statistically significant
differences between juniors and seniors on any of the factors. Overall, the results of the
MANOVA failed to support the second hypothesis; although there was a significant
difference between males and females with regard to the focus factor. The third
hypothesis was not supported as the interaction between status in program and gender
showed no significant differences among the four groups. The significant difference for
gender was further analyzed by a discriminant function analysis to determine the linear
combination of predictor variables (the six TAIS factors) that would maximize group
differences.
Discriminant Function
The Discriminant function program of SPSS 10.0 for Windows (SPSS-PC, 1999)
was used to determine the predictive quality of the TAIS factor scores for gender group
membership. The analysis indicated only one of the six TAIS factors (Focus) as a
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significant (p < .05) predictor of gender. The results of the discriminant function analysis
are presented in Table 7. The positive structure coefficient for the focus scores indicated
that as scores on this factor increased, subjects tended to be classified as male.
An important point of interest when trying to predict group membership is the
percentage of correctly classified participants. Cross-validated classification results are
presented in Table 8. Using the focus factor of the TAIS as the predictor, 66.3% of the
participants were correctly classified, and females were correctly classified at a greater
rate than males.
TAIS Profiles
The transition between the quantitative and qualitative phases of the study
required selection of six ATS who presented with exemplar attentional profiles. The
students were selected based on their group membership (either junior or senior), and
their TAIS factor score profiles (Figure 4.4). Due to the tremendous individual, rather
than group variation, three juniors and three seniors were selected to maximize group
differences. Although not statistically significant, there were small differences between
the two groups on the Overloaded and Problem Solving factors. Juniors were selected
who had the largest difference between the Overloaded and Problem solving factor
scores. Seniors were selected who had a smaller difference between the two factor scores.
Complete attentional profiles were also calculated for the six students. These
profiles are presented in figures 4.5 and 4.6. The full, 20-subscale profiles were used in
addition to the factor profiles because of the depth of information that they provide.
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Summary/Conclusion
The statistical results of the present study (regarding the original research
question) were unremarkable. This result is in keeping with much of the literature
completed using the TAIS (Albrecht & Feltz, 1987; Bergandi, Shryock & Titus, 1990;
Ford & Summers; Van Schoyk & Grasha, 1981). Taken in context, however, the
empirical results of this study provide a solid base for further study of attention in the
clinical environment.
The lack of a significant finding for the difference between the junior and senior
groups on the six factor scores of the TAIS was disappointing; however, not unexpected.
The TAIS has been found to lack the statistical sensitivity to identify attentional style
differences between homogeneous groups, such as two groups of athletic training
students. The lack of sensitivity may also have impacted the non-significant finding for
the interaction effect of status in program and gender. There may not be attentional style
differences between junior and senior athletic training students; however, further
development of the assessment of attentional style is needed to determine if this is true.
The significant finding for the male and female groups on the six factor scores of the
TAIS was expected due to the history of the TAIS discriminating between male and
female athletes and students. Statistically, although the MANOVA indicated a significant
difference between males and females, and the discriminant function identified the focus
factor as the point of significant difference, only a moderate percentage of participants
were correctly classified. This provides further support for the use of the TAIS for
individual differences but not for prediction of group membership.
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From a statistical standpoint the six-factor structure did not allow discrimination
between the two groups studied. From a practical standpoint, however, important trends
were revealed that are supported by previous study and current observations. In
particular, the significant difference found between males and females on the factor
structure provides some support for the discriminative validity of the TAIS. Although the
mean vector of scores on the six factors was statistically similar for juniors and seniors,
within-group variance was large indicating the importance of individual difference. The
male/female distinction also provides important information regarding attentional
differences between these two groups.
When taken in context with the experiences of athletic training students in the
clinical environment these results reveal some solid foundations for the understanding of
attention in the clinical environment. The results of this quantitative analysis should not
be considered in terms of absolutes; rather, they should be considered in terms of
establishing the efficacy of continued study in the area of cognition and attention, and the
assessment of cognition and attention in the athletic training clinical environment. Group
versus individual difference will be explored further in the presentation of phase two
results.
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environment

combo credential
Missing

Figure 4.1. Frequency data. Frequency charts for (a) Setting in which ATS are most
comfortable, and (b) Additional credentialing desired by ATS.
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Scree Plot

Component Number

Figure 4.2. TAIS Subscale Principle Components Analysis Scree Plot
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Figure 4.3 Mean Vector of Factor Score Profiles for Male and Female and Junior and
Senior Groups.
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Figure 4.4. Mean Vector of Factor Score Profiles for the Junior and Senior ATS Selected
to Participate in Phase Two of the Study.
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Figure 4.5. Plot of selected Junior ATS TAIS subscale profiles

TAIS Subscale Profile Plots for Junior ATS
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Figure 4.6. Plot of selected senior ATS TAIS subscale profiles.

TA1S Subscale Profiles for Senior ATS

Table 1
Explained Variance after Varimax Rotation

Component

Eigenvalue

% variance

Cum. %

OVD

3.990

19.949

19.949

PBS

2.549

12.745

32.694

CON

2.253

11.267

43.961

ADP

1.995

9.977

53.938

SES

1.620

8.101

62.039

FOC

1.585

7.924

69.963

KMO = .715
Bartlett’s = 808.572, p = .000
Determinant = 4.343E-05
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Table 2
Rotated Component Matrix (Varimax with Kaiser Normalization) (N=89)

OVD

OIT
OET
OBS
RED
BCON
DEP
INFP
IEX
P/O
CON
EXT
NAE

PBS

CON

ADP

SES

FOC

.852
.781
.705
.683
.680
.597
.811
.617
.578
.868
.680
.656
.713
.656

BET
PUP

.739
.622

SES
PAE

.783
.711
.518

NAR
INT
BIT

Note. All loadings < .5 were suppressed due to small N.
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Table 3
The Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventory Item Breakdown by Subscales and Factors

TAIS Items

Overloaded/distracted
OIT
OET
OBS
RED
BCON
DEP

2, 10, 11, 17, 45,47, 48, 59,72
1,30,33,39,46, 56,64,71
5, 13,22, 35, 62, 66, 127
62, 69
7, 8, 11,16,23,24,30, 40, 50,67,92, 102, 117, 118, 126, 130
104, 112, 113, 137

Problem-solving
INFP
PAE
IEX
P/O

4*, 5, 23, 24, 27, 32*, 48*, 55*, 66*, 67, 70, 140, 141
38, 89, 94, 108, 109, 125, 134
80*, 81*, 86,90,98, 132
75,76, 87, 88, 91, 123,133

CON
EXT
NAE

12, 82, 83, 95, 128, 129, 131, 136
23,24,83,85,93,96,98, 101, 115, 116, 122, 123, 125, 131
100, 103, 119, 120, 129, 138, 139

Control

Adaptation
BET
PUP

34, 42, 44, 54, 65, 68
57, 97, 111, 142, 144

Self-esteem
SES

38,79, 99, 105,106,135, 137*

NAR
INT
BIT

4, 6, 12, 14, 15, 18,25,26,28, 31, 32, 37,41, 43, 51, 61, 73, 74, 110, 142*
21, 49, 74, 77, 78, 80, 81, 84,90, 114, 121, 124
3, 19,20,29, 36, 52, 58, 63, 70

Focus

* Reverse scored items.
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Table 4
Descriptive Statistics for Six Factor Scores on the Attentional and Interpersonal Style
Inventory for Athletic Training Students

Variables

OVD

PBS

CON

ADP

n

M

s

Male

junior
senior
total

20
13
33

87.127
84.388
86.047

16.564
8.742
13.907

Female

junior
senior
total

31
25
56

86.903
84.673
85.907

8.970
8.631
8.812

Total

junior
senior
total

51
38
89

86.990
84.575
85.907

12.351
8.552
8.812

Male

junior
Senior
Total

20
13
33

69.584
67.991
68.956

7.750
5.446
6.886

Female

junior
Senior
Total

31
25
56

69.411
68.291
69.911

6.035
4.760
5.483

Total

junior
Senior
Total

51
38
89

69.479
68.188
68.928

6.685
4.933
6.003

Male

junior
Senior
Total

20
13
33

46.141
47.542
46.693

6.514
4.647
5.811

Female

junior
Senior
Total

31
25
56

48.091
48.765
48.392

6.571
7.260
6.831

Total

junior
senior
Total

51
38
89

47.326
48.346
47.762

6.554
6.445
6.490

Male

junior
Senior
Total

20
13
33

19.213
18.209
18.818

3.824
3.195
3.572
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Table 4 (cont.)

Variables

FOC

SES

n

M

s

Female

junior
Senior
Total

31
25
56

18.661
18.898
18.767

3.042
3.292
3.129

Total

junior
Senior
Total

31
38
89

18.661
18.662
18.786

3.042
3.233
3.280

Male

junior
Senior
Total

20
13
33

84.474
83.321
84.020

6.374
4.620
5.697

Female

junior
Senior
Total

31
25
56

78.934
80.236
79.515

5.542
5.072
5.279

Total

junior
Senior
Total

51
38
89

81.107
81.291
81.185

6.383
5.080
5.831

Male

junior
Senior
Total

20
13
33

28.483
27.757
28.197

2.634
3.084
2.796

Female

junior
Senior
Total

31
25
56

28.997
29.417
29.185

2.550
2.597
2.556

Total

junior
Senior
Total

51
38
89

28.796
28.850
28.819

2.569
2.846
2.675

Table 5
Basic Assumptions for the Two-Way (Status in program x Gender), Independent Groups
MANOVA Comparing Athletic Training Students

Variables

Levene’s

£

F ratio

OVD

4.968

.003

PBS

1.387

.252

CON

.641

.591

ADP

.393

.758

FOC

.949

.416

SES

.972

.410

Box M F ratio = 1.073, p = .324
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Table 6
Two-way MANOVA Comparing Six Factor Scores on the Attentional and Interpersonal
Style Inventory for Athletic Training Students

Wilks’

F

Lambda

Junior v. Senior
Male v. Female
Status v. Gender

.956
.775
.963

hypo
df

.620
3.878
.507

Note. Weighted factor scores used in this calculation.
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6
6
6

error

£

df

80
80
80

.714
.002
.801

Table 7
Discriminant Function Analysis to Determine Differences in Males and Females on
Attentional Characteristics

Variable

FOC

Wilks’

Unstand.

Stand.

Structure

Coeffs.

Coeffs.

Lambda

E

Coeffs.

.766

.001

.924
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.855

.775

Table 8
Percent of Correctly Classified (Cross-Validated) Subjects from the Discriminant Function
Analysis

n

Male

Female

Count
Male

33

19

14

Female

56

16

40

Male

57.6

42.4

Female

28.6

71.4

Percentage

66.3% Cross-validated grouped cases correctly classified.
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CHAPTER 5
A DYNAMIC REVEALED
This study was designed to explore the attentional characteristics of junior and
senior Athletic Training Students (ATS) in the traditional athletic training setting
(collegiate athletic training room). Research questions dealt with the following: a) What
are the attentional style differences of junior and senior athletic training students; b) what
do senior athletic training students attend to while completing an injury evaluation; c)
what do junior athletic training students attend to while completing an injury evaluation;
and d) what attentional characteristics seem to most beneficial and/or deleterious while
completing an injury evaluation? The study included quantitative and qualitative methods
of research.
The focus of the quantitative phase of the study was establishing the existence or
non-existence of attentional differences between junior and senior ATS, and identifying
the distinguishing characteristics, through the construction of attentional profiles for the
participants. The empirical analyses revealed no significant difference between the
attentional characteristics of junior and senior ATS as groups (see Chapter 4), however a
large amount of individual variability was discovered, which added to the importance of
the qualitative analysis. Qualitative methods were used to provide rich descriptions of
attentional characteristics, as well as provide insight into what ATS attend to while
completing an injury evaluation.
Six ATS were purposefully selected for their attentional profiles exaggerating the
attentional differences between juniors and seniors. The six ATS represented five of the
eight athletic training education programs that participated in the empirical phase of the
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study. Three juniors (identified through empirical study as easily overloaded/distracted
and weak problem solvers), and three seniors (identified as less easily
overloaded/distracted with greater problem solving capacity than the juniors) were
selected. Data were collected through field observations, video recording, stimulated
recall interviews and injury documentation.
Field observations of each student were conducted for approximately eight hours
over one to two days. During the field observations, injury evaluations completed by the
participants were video recorded and used for subsequent stimulated recall interviews.
The interviews occurred immediately following the injury evaluations. Observations and
interviews were transcribed into text for data analysis. Constant comparative analysis was
completed for all qualitative data.
Three levels of analysis were completed on the interview data. Microscopic
analysis identified relevant categories. Open and axial coding helped to clarify categories
and identify relationships among categories. Selective coding and coding for process
were used in revealing the multilevel integration of categories. This coding scheme is
discussed in the literature (Merriam, 1998; Strauss & Corbin, 1998), and has been
employed in recent athletic training education research (Bamum, 2005; Guyer, 2003).
Memos and diagrams were frequently used to help organize analyses and help sort out
complexities and dynamic relationships among categories (Strauss & Corbin, 1998).
Comprehensive qualitative data analysis revealed two core themes that focussed
on different aspects of what information was used and how students used information to
solve problems. The first theme is information gathering and the second is information
processing. The ways in which students both gathered and used information in the
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context of an injury evaluation will be discussed in the following sections. Information
gathering will be described first, with the patient, the history, and the Approved Clinical
Instructor (ACI) included as related sources of information. Information processing will
then be described. Knowledge and experience will be discussed as catalysts for effective
processing. These sections will be the foundation for describing a dynamic interaction
between the gathering and processing of information. The dynamic interaction is
descriptive of an informed problem solving process. The interaction of the continua is
more important to the discussion of cognition in the clinical setting than the individual
component structures (information gathering and information processing). Informed
problem solving, and factors related to the process are described at the conclusion of the
chapter followed by a brief summary. Formal integration of the empirical and qualitative
results of this study is reserved for the discussion in chapter 6.
Information Gathering
Information gathering is defined as the process of collecting information through
any means (questioning, testing, palpating, observing, etc.) both before and after the
initial clinical impression1 is formulated. Information gathering for the participants in this
study occurred on a continuum from confirmatory to exploratory (see Figure 5.1).
Confirmatory information gathering involves collecting, and giving attention to
information more likely to affirm an existing understanding of the injury rather than
present an alternate understanding. Exploratory information gathering involves collecting
and giving attention to all information available through the evaluation. No one student
engaged in purely confirmatory or purely exploratory information gathering, and all

1 Clinical impression represents what Certified Athletic Trainers are legally allowed to do, as opposed to
diagnose as a physician would (state code).
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engaged in some combination of the two along a continuum. A balanced approach to
information gathering was observed to be more effective during the injury evaluation in
terms of performing a thorough evaluation. How much of the two forms of information
gathering were used by the students was related to status in program. Where juniors and
seniors fell along the continuum will be discussed at the conclusion of this section. A
discussion of sources of sources of information is presented first.
Sources of Information
Important components of information gathering, independent of the continuum,
were the sources of information used. The three prominent sources were the patient, the
history, and the ACI (Approved Clinical Instructor). Although there is no relationship
between the sources and the continuum, each of the students used the sources in their
process of gathering information at some point along the continuum. The students used
all three sources in different ways and to different degrees. A description of these ways
follows.
The Patient. Data analysis revealed that the patient was central for these students
in their information gathering. A complex, dual relationship with the patient played a role
in the amount of information and quality of information gathered. Additional analysis of
this category revealed two subcategories important to understanding the interaction of the
ATS with the patient. The subcategories are: a) the patient as an information source, in
'y

*

particular in terms of history and pain, and b) the patient in need of care. The patient as
central in the environment is discussed first.

2 History is the first component of the HOPS (History, Observation, Palpation, and Special tests) sequence
for evaluating an injury. History involves asking the patient questions regarding the injury (i.e. what, when,
how did it happen).
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For the athletic training student, in the context of an injury evaluation the patient
was considered the environment, because everything else in the environment was blocked
out. This was true for both juniors and seniors.
A junior, Matt, from a very large and extremely busy athletic training room,
summed up the centrality of the patient in the environment, and unwittingly pointed out a
limitation in studying only juniors and seniors. He described an environment that took
time to adapt to. A sophomore perspective may have indicated a more broad view of the
environment.
You get used to blocking things out. Believe it or not, I don’t know, that’s why
you just keep the conversation between you and the athlete. I mean, there is really
no shame with any of the athletes that come in to get stretched out. A lot of guys
will get their hamstrings or groins wrapped, and will just drop [their shorts] right
in the middle of the athletic training room with everyone there, they don’t care.
It’s an environment that everyone’s gotten used to.
Each of the students denied having any perception of the environment beyond the patient,
and the environment genuinely surprised some of the students when watching the
videotape. Jill, a senior, also from a large and busy athletic training room referred to the
lack of awareness of the surrounding environment, “ I can’t even tell that that girl is
walking behind me.”
Field observations also indicated a focus on the patient and the exclusion of other
external cues. The students overwhelmingly gave their attention to the patient with an
occasional diversion to the ACI, which will be discussed later. One student, Nick did not
divert his attention away from his patient even when an athlete sat down right next to him
and started talking to him. The nature of the interaction with the patient more than likely
demands the student’s attention rather than the student making a conscious choice to
exclude other stimuli. Another explanation for the focus on the patient may be a learned
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capacity to avoid distraction, as alluded to by Matt in the earlier quote. Regardless of the
mechanism of the focus, the interactions with the patients were complex.
The students interacted with their patients on two levels, one as an information
gatherer, and the other as a caregiver. On an mformation gathering level one junior noted
that having a cooperative, and descriptive athlete made it easier to determine the source
of pain and the mechanism of injury (Nick). Nicole, a senior, added “Obviously I can feel
for deformity and edema and stuff like that, you can feel it, but you get a lot more out of
the actual patient because they can’t lie to you with their facial expressions.” Nicole was
also referring to the importance of the patient in gathering information regarding pain.
Nicole also made a point about the care giving relationship with her patient, “I
just like to get a good feel for [the patient], and have [her] feel good with me. Eye contact
is very important. I want them to know that I am concerned with what I’m doing, and I
want them to feel that hopefully I’m concerned with them.”
Only the seniors described the interaction between the two relationships. Ken, a
senior, described the importance of the relationship between the two interactions:
They’re [the patient] willing to be there for 15 minutes if they feel like they are
connecting with you, instead of jumping right in and hacking around. In the long
run it will help you, they will be more cooperative with rehab and stuff like that if
you develop some type of relationship. [This relationship] can develop from the
first few minutes that you spend with the athlete, just talking with them and
figuring out why they are there. They are out of their environment, and in yours.
Some of them might be nervous, especially a freshman. You want them to feel
comfortable, that way you get a good feel for the injury.
Developing a caring relationship with the patient improves the quality and quantity of
information that can be obtained from the patient. Ken reiterated his point, more
specifically later in the interview referring to the importance of obtaining a history.
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Knowing what you’re getting into, and there’s a lot of clues and things you can
pick up just from talking to [the patient] at first. And by the history, getting them
to be comfortable with you, they’re more relaxed and will let you do what you
need to do.
History is an important source of information for the ATS. Taking a history is a
mechanism through which to gather information from the patient, and it was discussed by
all participants as a critical component of the evaluation.
History. All of the students interviewed identified history as being the most
important aspect of the evaluation. The juniors seemed to have a more simplified view of
its usefulness than the seniors did. Traci, a junior, mentioned the following when asked
about the most important part of the evaluation
I think taking a history. At least then you get an idea of what they’re going
through, and where to start. Other than that to just pay attention to the person that
you’re doing the eval of, because they will let you know when to stop and stuff.
Nick, also a junior, presented an even more important picture “Without a doubt I
wouldn’t have had anything. I wouldn’t have known what happened. I wouldn’t have
known how to treat [the injury].”
The mutual importance of the patient and the history was identified by all of the
students. One senior seemed to understand the role of history on a more integrated level:
I think the history is probably one of the most important parts. It shouldn’t like
narrow what I’m looking for, it shouldn’t like make me jump to conclusions; but
it can help you get a good grasp of what’s going on. It helps keep me organized,
and keeps me so I know what I’m looking for; but still thinking of other
possibilities it could be. Maybe as you progress in the palpation you find
something else, so then you have to do something and [this causes] the back of the
knee [to hurt] as well on the medial side that [the patient] didn’t tell you before;
so then you have to shift back and forth, and maybe go back and ask another
couple history questions.
The ACI also emerged as a factor related to information gathering; in particular for
students who did not fully understand the complete role of the history.
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Approved Clinical Instructor. Data analysis revealed that the ACI received ATS
attention during the evaluations on a continuum of involvement. An important point to
note is that in the current mandated clinical education structure, as described in chapter 1,
the ACI must directly supervise the ATS in the clinical environment. As a result of direct
supervision, ACI involvement in the injury evaluations is a given. It is the nature of that
involvement that varied. For two of the juniors, the ACI was a one-way information
source; information was passed from ACI to ATS. For the seniors, the exchange with the
ACI was more of a collaboration between ATS and ACI rather than a directed exchange.
Traci, a junior, described her ACI as being “I don’t know, kind of like a buffer, or
like a reference. I could ask her what to do, and she would tell me.” For Traci, her ACI
was a safety blanket; she was there to help when needed. Field observation revealed that
Traci was not shy about asking for that help. Another junior used his ACI as a reminder
of testing procedures and as a prompt for problem solving. “He [the ACI] would say, well
what if it was such and such what would you do? And then I would say, oh ok, and then I
would think about it for a second, and then I would do what I thought he wanted me to
do.” (Nate)
For the seniors, the ACI did not get involved in the evaluation until most, if not all
of the evaluation was complete, and one senior used her ACI more as a colleague to
discuss the evaluation:
I got to the point where I felt like I pretty much has exhausted the things that I
wanted to do, and I started coming up with my own clinical impression, and I
wanted to get her view of that. I mean. I’ve worked with [ACI], I know how she
works as an athletic trainer, and a clinical instructor; and I wanted to see if I was
to converse with her, I wanted to see where she agreed with me, if she wanted to
challenge me, or see if she didn’t agree with me, and keeping my clinical
impression, I wanted to see how hers matched. (Nanci)
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Another senior did not mention her ACI in the interview; however, it was noted during
the field observation that once her evaluation was complete she sought the ACI for
confirmation and/or clarification of her clinical impression. For all of the students it
seemed as though the ACIs were prompted to get involved when information was needed
and/or desired.
For the juniors, the presence of the ACI also helped them to feel more
comfortable with the evaluation, something that also occurred as a result of increased
experience. The ways in which the juniors and seniors interacted with the sources of
information generally placed them at different points along the information-gathering
continuum. The following section describes the relative positions of juniors and seniors
along the information-gathering continuum.
Status in Program
Generally, juniors described a more confirmatory information gathering and
seniors described a more balanced information gathering that was both confirmatory and
exploratory (see Figure 5.2).
The closer an athletic training student is to the center of the continuum the more
both types of information gathering are used, and the easier it is to shift between the two
types of gathering. The center of the continuum represents informed information
gathering. Informed refers to information gathering that involves using previous
information gathered to inform, rather than limit future information gathering. The
seniors as a group seemed to have a better balance of the two types of information
gathering. Ken felt comfortable with his initial clinical impression, and his testing was
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confirming his impression, but he knew there were related conditions that he should rule
out:
Everything I had done to this point was pretty much falling into place, was falling
in line with what I thought was going on. [He explained a series of special tests]
and that all played into what I was thinking initially. But I still did some other
things, still did ACL, PCL, just trying to definitely make sure to rule out other
conditions.
Nanci mentioned this regarding her history, “As [the patient] would say things it would
prompt me to ask other questions. The weight training kind of got me thinking about
questions...” Nanci was observed asking a great deal of probing questions of her patient.
The juniors tended to describe a process of gathering information only directly
related to what was established by the history, and their initial clinical impression. Field
observation notes validated this description. The juniors as a group moved through their
evaluations relying heavily on any experience they may have had with a similar injury.
They primarily asked questions and performed tests that would support their initial
clinical impression. Experience is discussed later in the chapter as an important catalyst
for open information gathering, in particular as it relates to problem solving.
Traci followed a scattered palpation sequence based solely on information
provided by the patient, and only performed tests that would confirm her initial clinical
impression, which was based purely on her own experience with a similar injury.
Just palpation, like I palpated the top of the IT band, and then the hip flexors, and
then I went PSIS because that’s where she said the pain was. And ROM, [I did]
just what I thought would be positive. Hip flexion and stuff like that.
Traci reiterated her confirmatory approach when asked to identify the most important
aspect of her evaluation, “I would say history, and then range of motion, and special tests
just confirm what I already thought.” Another junior, Nick, actually used this approach in
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his line of questioning his patient, and identified another angle from which to view
confirmatory information gathering. Juniors generally asked questions of the patient for
which they could anticipate the answer. Nick said this in relation to the questioning of his
patient “... so I try to ask [the patient] the simplest questions so that they can give me the
simplest answers so I can put it into perspective, put my idea into it.”
Summary
Information gathering was described as a critical component of the injury
evaluation by all of the participants. The sources of information considered were the
patient, the history, and the ACI. The patient was central to this information gathering,
and the complex relationship between the patient and the ATS had the potential to inform
or limit the evaluation. Taking a history was also considered important by the students, as
was ACI involvement.
Information gathering occurred along a continuum from confirmatory to
exploratory with informed gathering at the center. Junior and senior differences were
notable in that the seniors had a more balanced, more informed information gathering
process. The juniors were often engaged in a process of confirming their early
impressions of the injuries rather than discovering the true nature of the injuries.
Regardless of the nature of information gathering engaged by the students, they all also
engaged in some form of information processing.
Information Processing
Beyond information gathering, students also described thinking about the
information gathered. This process occurred on a continuum between reduced or narrow
processing and overloaded or distracted processing (see Figure 5.3). Reduced processing
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describes a state of inappropriately giving attention to only a few bits of information at
the expense of the important information. Overloaded processing describes a state of
giving attention to too much information at the expense of the most relevant information.
Seniors described a processing that would be representative of the middle third of
the continuum. This processing is not reduce or overloaded; it is open. Open processing
describes a state of giving attention to a large enough amount of information to get a
complete understanding of the injury while limiting the information processed to that
which is most relevant. Juniors described narrower processing linked closely to their
initial clinical impression. There seems to be a strong draw to stay with the familiar.
When asked what advice he might give to a younger ATS, one junior described a
desired level of processing indicative of the center of the continuum; however, his
behavior during the evaluation did not support what he verbalized in the interview. This
suggests that he is aware of how to process, but was unable to do this in this particular
instance.
... being able to take in the information that is being given to you through verbal,
coming from the athlete, or just like seeing observation, and still being focussed
on what comes next. Always looking ahead to see how the information you just
got ties into what comes next. If you get caught up on one thing that they [the
patient] has been telling you, then you’re like ok we’ve established that it hurts
when I press here, then you’re going to still be thinking about that, like what does
that mean, rather than thinking about what comes next. The eval doesn’t go as
smoothly. (Matt)
Although this type of processing seems very efficient, it may cause an ATS to dismiss a
sign or symptom that requires further information and thought to understand it more
fully. Jesse described her directed processing information during an evaluation:
My mind. My mind’s like I think it’s this or this so let’s jump to that rather than
getting all my history done or all my palpations and stuff. My mind gets stuck on
something and I try to pursue what my mind wants ... and sometimes my mind
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just gets stuck on one thing and then it stays in that direction rather than trying to
focus on multiple things.
Nick had a similar experience to share, and mentioned that his ACI helps him to entertain
other possibilities when he is on one train of thought. The key for Nick and Jesse was that
they were aware of their tendency to latch onto one idea. The difference between the two
was that Jesse had less experience with the injury she was evaluating, which could
account for the fact that Jesse is a senior with more general experience than Nick, a
junior, and had the same trouble. This points to the importance of the experience
interplay.
On the other side of the continuum, Nanci described how she used to feel
overloaded and continued to explain how she learned to work with it and move toward
the center of the continuum:
I feel like you’re trying to get too much information. Asking too many questions,
and won’t throw out the stuff that’s not important. Whereas, trying to keep
yourself not overloaded, you take in the information, and you sort through it, and
you can even categorize it. This is important so I'll remember it, and this wasn't
quite as important so I’ll still remember it but I’m not going to really have it
impact what I’m doing. It’s organization, I think, a lot of it.
The open process at the center of the continuum was described by both Keith and Nanci :
My impression is important. It helps guide me through the whole process. But it’s
still important not just to be set on it. I don’t want have your mind completely
made up or completely set on what you’re doing. You still may have to look for
little things that are going to pot out at you all of a sudden. If that happens you
might have to change your impression, and you might have to regress a little in
your evaluation or continue on and alter a few things here or there. (Keith)
I’ll go through and ask general questions, and I’ll do the palpations that I feel are
most relevant, and as I’m going through things and I’m starting.. .you know
initially I’ll kind of have an idea in my head or a couple ideas and I’ll start going
through he next stage of my evaluation. And then something will kind of start
forming in my head and I’ll start to back track and ask more questions that will
kind of take me to what I’m considering. I like to be thorough. I don’t necessarily
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say I jump around a lot, but I do one step then the next step, then I’ll ask more
questions. (Nanci)
Summary
Information processing occurs on a continuum from reduced to overloaded
processing with the center of the continuum representing the more effective open
processing. The senior students exhibited and discussed the more open processing and the
juniors a more reduced processing. The senior junior differences in processing point to a
combination of knowledge and experience as mechanisms facilitating open processing.
There is a strong relationship between knowledge and experience and information
processing, as can be understood in the differences between juniors and seniors. An
interrelationship between knowledge and experience proved a strong facilitator of
effectively engaging in information gathering and information processing in order to
experience informed problem solving.
Catalysts
Knowledge and experience are catalysts of informed problem solving. Confidence
is also discussed as an important factor in the alignment of knowledge and experience.
When knowledge and experience are aligned, information gathering and
information processing are informed and open respectively (see Figure 5.4).
Knowledge
Statements regarding knowledge were not made nearly as often for either juniors
or seniors as statements regarding experience; however, knowledge seemed to be a
category that separated the two groups. The apparent differences were due more to the
students respective attentional strengths and weaknesses than level in the program. An
interpretation can not be made regarding why particular students did not have knowledge
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of relevant information. Perhaps it was an inability to retrieve appropriate information, in
the case of being overloaded; or just not being capable of applying the appropriate
knowledge base to the particular injury context. All of the students had taken upper and
lower extremity courses, and so were exposed to the same base information.
Matt, a junior, who seemed confident in his knowledge of his injury and in his
evaluation skills mentioned that he knew he didn’t have to do fracture tests for a sprain;
however, this is true only in identifying the sprain not in ruling out the potential fracture.
Through field observation it was noted that Matt did perform the fracture tests, but
explained his reasoning as he needed practice. He missed their important place in ruling
out the fracture.
Tara, when describing what she was thinking when her patient pointed to a
painful area on her back said “No, really... I don’t know what’s back there, I don’t know
anything.” Field observation supported the inference that she was very distracted by her
nervousness, and was unable to retrieve information regarding the hip.
Nick, also a junior, pointed out that knowledge of activities was also important: “.
.. I have a background knowledge of the sport, and the event, and even though I’ve never
run track, or done a relay, I’ve seen them, and I know the basic idea behind it.”
Jami, a senior, referred to knowledge when explaining her scattered sequencing of
testing “I think it’s just not habit yet. I should have [it] in my paperwork from my classes.
I know I have to do it, but it’s just very difficult to remember to.”
Ken identified his knowledge as a base from which he performs his evaluation:
I think I have a pretty good background of classroom knowledge to know what
types of mechanisms or different things in the area that might cause pain there so
then that would help lead me on. If she describes like a valgus mechanism and
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she’s got medial pain. I’m not just going to skip everything else and do a valgus
stress test to see if that makes her jump.
Ken also identified an important interaction with experience that will be discussed
next as part of the mechanism behind the dynamic of informed problem solving.
I definitely picked up a lot of it in class. If you’re getting taught about the history
portion of it; we spent a lot of time in different classes just going over subjective
and objective portions, but like I said the subjective part, especially in like rehab
we talk a lot about the injury and different things. That gives you a good base, but
I didn’t get a full understanding until I was able to apply it with the teams and
athletes.
Experience is presented next as the second half of the mechanism facilitating informed
problem solving.
Experience
The participants described the impact of experience on the evaluation in several
different ways. A junior described drawing on his experience in a way that gave him a
familiarity with the sport, event, etc. that the patient was engaged in at the time of injury:
Last spring I was actually working with the track team, so I was familiar with the
event, and I understood the mechanism, um, better, not necessarily better than
anyone else, but better than some people that may have never had track before. So
that, I think, helped out a lot. (Nate)
Experience was also described from the perspective of familiarity with the injury:
I was looking more for point tenderness over a certain spot, it was just anterior to
his lateral maleolus, so that’s where the ATF runs. So I’m thinking I’ve seen this
before. I kind of had a smile on my face. (Matt)
Matt’s description of his positive reaction to his familiarity with the injury points to
several important inferences. Familiarity clearly increases comfort with the situation.
Familiarity, in the absence of an appropriate knowledge base, may also cause the
formulation of a premature or incomplete clinical impression. Familiarity may also cause
tunnel vision, or a prematurely narrow focus. Field observation indicated that Matt
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formulated his clinical impression very quickly, which can be appropriate for an ankle
sprain; however, he did so at the expense of important tests that may have ruled other
potential clinical impressions. Experience with an injury in only one context, without
accompanying general experience and an appropriate knowledge base, may be more of a
detriment than help in terms of problem solving.
One of the juniors, Traci, transferred her own experience with a similar injury into
her evaluation. Traci clearly identified the importance of her previous experience to her
clinical impression “I have the hip flexor tightness, so I thought that immediately when
she pointed to that area, because of my knee injury. In the back I had no idea what her
problem was.. .1 figured IT Band because she said ‘I have pain here’ [pointed to lateral
thigh] and I’ve had the same thing, so that wasn’t that bad.” Nate also had experience
with the injury he was evaluating, but seemed to keep this experience balanced with his
knowledge base; he had more familiarity with the thigh, than Traci had with the hip.
Nate identified his experience as an athlete as important for relating to the athlete,
“So I feel like I can help a little bit more because I’ve experienced it from an athlete’s
point of view. I can sort of relate to an athlete better than someone who just wanted to do
athletic training without doing sports.
One participant, Matt, presented his experiences as the most helpful for him in the
clinical environment
.. .you can have two different types of knowledge. You can have book smarts, or
you can have the smarts to actually apply it. I think the best way to learn how is to
actually apply it over and over again and learn through your mistakes. The book
can only teach you so much. The technique is just learned.
Clearly there is a focus on the experience of caring for injuries as an important
component of comfort and skill in the clinical environment, even from the perspective of
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describing why an ATC was able to more specifically identify an injury. Jami, in
describing why she thought an ATC that she worked with previously did a more thorough
job of evaluating an injury the she did, mentioned experience as the key. Also pointed out
the continued importance of the patient in the evaluation process. “He’s good. He’s been
doing this for many, many years so he’s seen so many different injuries and knows
exactly what someone should feel with particular injuries.”
One key interpersonal characteristic that impacted whether an ATS integrated
knowledge and experience effectively enough to engage in informed problem solving
was confidence.
Confidence
Confidence was described by all of the participants as a key factor in their injury
evaluations. Anxiety and self-criticalness seemed to be related to the behavioral
manifestations of confidence (presence or absence). Confidence was important for the
participants on several levels. On one level confidence was an important catalyst for
aligning knowledge and experience for the ATS; on another level it was an important
influence on the perceptions of others of the skill of the ATS. One of the seniors noted
“Confidence. It is a big thing, you have to feel confident in what you are doing to make
the athlete feel comfortable with you working with them.” (Jami) Jami continued,
“Confidence is big though. The more you look confident, the more people will probably
think you are doing a good job.”
One of the key points to this category is that the participants described their
process of becoming confident/comfortable as a continuous process. The seniors
described either their process of growing confident or their state of confidence at the time
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of the evaluation. Nanci described her awareness of her process of building confidence,
“I feel fairly confident, I mean confidence is always something that I’ve had to build up
on from the start, but I do feel a lot more confident now than in the past year or two.”
Matt, a junior, described the same process, and touched on the perception aspect of
confidence:
I’m getting more comfortable and more confident, but it is still an ongoing process.
A lot of it has to do with just getting to know all of the athletes, and having them
get to know you. The more comfortable you are with them, the more comfortable
they are with you. At the same time you have to maintain some level of leadership.
You have to be a role model for the other students, and you have to be professional
about what you do.
Increasing experience in the clinical environment increases familiarity with various
injuries and situations. Familiarity with the injury impacted the students’ level of
confidence even before the evaluation began. Matt described “Seeing as how it was an
ankle, that is the one I am most comfortable with. I was just at ease.” Traci had the
opposite happen for her “... I’m not that comfortable with the hip. The hip I just get lost
on.
Matt also described the impact of not being comfortable or confident in the
clinical environment; he described two different situations where he was impacted in
opposite ways:
... when I started working with football I was really intimidated by all of these
really big guys. I didn’t feel comfortable at all doing my [evaluations], and I just
had that, kind of question about me. Every time I asked them something, it would
be almost in the form of a questions because I wasn’t sure of myself. And going
to work at the high school, automatically the kids think that you know what
you’re talking about because you’re older, and you just develop a lot more
confidence in what you are saying. Again you realize that you are older and they
will listen to you.
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Ken, the most confident and perceived comfortable in the environment,
mentioned the concept less in his interview than the other participants. It would seem that
his confidence was a given, and so did not receive much of his attention.
Two of the juniors pointed out their lack of confidence directly “... and I don’t
really feel that confident in myself’ (Nick). Traci, when asked to explain her lack of
confidence (or more specifically for her, her fear of being wrong) she explained “No. I do
that with everything that I do. It doesn’t matter. I’m getting better, at least now I say what
I think instead of saying I don’t know”. Field observation data noted that despite her
perceived progression, Traci indicated that she did not know several times during her
evaluation. The efficiency and appropriateness of Traci’s evaluation was negatively
impacted by her lack of confidence. Her level of nervousness equally negatively
impacted Traci’s evaluation; anxiety is a subcategory of confidence.
Anxiety. The participants described anxiety on a continuum from being almost
paralyzed by it to being surprised that it was not more a factor. The juniors described
their feelings of and reaction to anxiety to a greater degree than seniors. Traci, described
her anxiety level before anything else in her interview, “I don’t really know. I was
stressed. I don’t really know the hip that well anymore, so I got wicked stressed. But I get
stressed over everything.” She wasn’t even sure how the evaluation went because she was
overwhelmed. Traci was observed fidgeting and not asking many probing or follow-up
questions to try to explore the injury. She also frequently looked at her ACI and the
researcher for ideas or confirmation of what she was doing. When asked about her
physical display of stress, she responded “It was a combination of stress though. I’m a lot
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better since I was a freshman. At least now I can do it. I’m stressed out, but I can get over
it.” This comment also alludes to the development of confidence over time.
Matt expressed that he felt a bit rushed while completing the evaluation, and
although he did not mention stress or nervousness directly, the feeling of being rushed is
typical of feeling overwhelmed, and feeling anxious (Nideffer, n.d.).
The seniors perceived themselves as calm and collected, and were observed to be
the same. Nanci, expressed her disbelief with her lack of nervousness, “Really I would
have, I thought I would have been more nervous, and like oh my god I have to do this, I
have to do this right.” Later she went on to say that she wasn’t nervous about what she
was doing.
The juniors, along with their nervousness, expressed feelings of being selfcritical. Self-criticalness is a subcategory of confidence.
Self-criticalness. This category was only mentioned by two juniors. Nick and
Traci mentioned being self-critical frequently through the course of their interviews. “I
still have that idea in the back of my head like don’t mess up, don’t mess up, like I have
to do everything perfect.” (Nick) Nick also recognized that he does a lot of secondguessing and directly mentioned that he was self-critical. Nick also, while making a
comment about the overall process of watching himself on video, referred to his lack of
confidence “I really like this because it gives me a little more confidence in myself
because when I’m doing it I’m still thinking like I don’t know what I’m doing.”
Summary
Much more important than the individual components of information gathering
and information processing is the dynamic created when knowledge and experience link
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to drive an interaction between the two components resulting in informed problem
solving. The dynamic is complex and must be considered in the context of the
multidimensional clinical athletic training environment. Interrelationships among
categories have been alluded to throughout this chapter; their dynamic relations are
described in the next sections.
Informed Problem Solving
Due to the multiple dimensions of the clinical environment and the complexity of
the construct of cognition informed problem solving is better understood as a dynamic.
The clinical impression is a key indicator of informed problem solving. The dynamic is
created by linking the information gathering and information processing continuums at
their centers forming an effective zone at the center of the connection (see Figure 5.5).
The degree to which informed problem solving was used by each of the
participants depended in part on the complexity of the injury, as well as the cognitive
processes engaged by the ATS. The key phrase for identifying this category was “trying
to figure it out;” typically this statement described linking several points of attention
together. In particular, two of the ATS had complex injuries to evaluate. Traci was
overwhelmed and did not engage in any problem solving, or at least was not aware of
doing so. Field observation supported her impression. Nanci, a senior, made
approximately 75% (13 of 17) of the comments relating to problem solving. Clearly she
had a lot going on cognitively, and not only was she able to “figure out” the injury, but
she was aware of the processing that it took to get there.
Although informed problem solving was not discussed by many of the
participants, its absence from some discussions and its overwhelming presence for one
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ATS, make it worth presenting the process as described by Nanci. Informed problem
solving is an important point in the overall picture of cognition in the clinical
environment.
There were a lot of factors going into the actual evaluation. History to palpations
and just all of my subjective and objective findings. Sometimes it was hard to put
things together and figure out what went where and how I could put things
together, and, I mean it really... I didn’t like have a direct path that I was going
on. With a lot of injuries you just kind of go in a straight path and find it. So I
think it was I had things over here and things over here, and I had to try to put
them all together. And sometimes, you know something would be out here and it
wouldn’t fit, and it made me say well why is that a factor if it is not really fitting
with the path I’m trying to go down?
... I mean as far as what I got out of the patient. I don’t know if it was; I don’t
even think it was because she’s not an athlete, and not the age group I normally
work in. I guess with different ages you can get different pathologies and what
not, but I just, I feel like it’s not a really common injury. You see a lot of common
injuries that you can kind of get the direct answer you were looking for because
they are so common that there’s always the common signs and symptoms that
you’re going to get with it. Whereas this was more, more of an, not obscure or
rare injury, but it’s.. .it had a lot of different factors going into it that you really
needed to put things together from everything you’ve learned.
It was not surprising that only one of the six participants described this informed
problem solving because it is an advanced process and it is learned over time. One other
inference may be made regarding the dynamic and its interpretation. The closer to the
center of the dynamic a student gets, the more effective the problem solving and the more
the process resembles intuition. Intuition is the sub conscious problem solving engaged
by expert practitioners.
What results from informed problem solving, whether intuitive or not, is a clinical
impression of the injury. The clinical impression is both a cue used in informed problem
solving and the outcome of informed processing. The duality of the clinical impression is
described in the next section.
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Clinical impression. The clinical impression is a key marker, or indicator of

informed problem solving. Clinical impression exists in two forms as described by the
students. It is the initial impression an ATS has of the injury s/he is evaluating, which
becomes a cue that is attended to in the course of directing the evaluation. It is also the
overall impression of the injury formulated at the conclusion of the evaluation. Clinical
impression in the first context was frequently mentioned by all of the participants, and
clearly played an important role in the evaluations.
Juniors allowed their clinical impression to direct the evaluation to the point of
inappropriately narrowing the focus of the evaluation. Seniors allowed this initial clinical
impression to be one of many cues attended to, and often reevaluated the impression.
There is a dynamic here that was seen with information processing, the difference
between directed and open processing.
It is certainly appropriate to formulate an initial clinical impression to help guide
an evaluation, otherwise unnecessary testing is completed and it is a waste of time. The
following comments describe this formulation
At this point patellar subluxation, because it had happened before. I’m thinking it
could have happened again, because everything is going to be weak and in spasm
(Jami, after several history questions, no testing was completed yet).. .1 was
trying to do everything for the patella, and focussing on that (Jami, while
completing special tests).
I was thinking rectus femoris at the time, when she was pinpointing the pain so by
having her do this I would just sort of help me say yea that’s definitely it. (Nick,
explaining why he had his patient be specific with her identification of the painful
area)
Just listening to what he [the patient] is saying, and just trying to do a differential
diagnosis in my head before I look at it, so I don’t get biased as soon as I see it
(Matt, describing what he was paying attention to while taking his history)...
Because I could tell ahead of time that it was an ankle sprain. (Matt, explaining
why he only performed certain special tests).
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I was still pretty focussed on medial meniscus or MCL or something like that.
Everything that I found in my history that made me believe that I pretty much
confirmed, or I hadn’t found anything to say no that’s not right (Ken, explaining
what he was thinking while completing certain special tests on his patient).
A junior provided an excellent description of an evaluation directed narrowly by an initial
clinical impression
I don’t know if it’s the questions that I asked the athlete to try to lead him to what
I thought it was, but I think it’s more you hear a certain key word or phrase like
my ankle rolled inward, and you automatically think sprain. And you’re just
trying to determine what degree it is now. If they don’t mention right away I
might ask them did your ankle role inward like this? And then I’ll maybe like nod
my head before they give an answer. For the most part now, I ask more openended questions to get an idea of what exactly happened. (Matt)
The second role served by the clinical impression is the overall impression, the
outcome of the evaluation. The impression formulated after integrating knowledge and
experience through cognitive processes. Seniors tended to search for the most appropriate
clinical impression, whereas the juniors, in some cases, searched for a plausible clinical
impression. Traci, in her overwhelmed state, went with whatever seemed to match with
her experience and felt ok with at least having formulated an impression regardless of its
accuracy. Jami explained an evaluation that she conducted that was similar to the one she
completed for this study
I guess like last week I did an evaluation and I thought that it was patella tendon,
or VMO weakness. I was going more towards that, but one of the clinical
instructors evaluated it and it was a patellar subluxation. I was sort of wrong, but
VMO weakness and patellar tendon all relates in that area that was injured so...
Whether the overall clinical impression was reached appropriately depended on
the delicate integration of several factors as depicted by the dynamic. The intricacies of
the dynamic are presented in the following section.
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Picturing the Dynamic

Category and subcategory interaction, along with key points of interplay made the
overall picture of attention and cognition for students during an injury evaluation a
complex and dynamic one. Through the last layer of analysis, looking at the relationships
among the categories more closely, an important mechanism was discovered (see Figure
5.6).
The mechanism that drives the cognitive process described by the participants,
informed problem solving, functions as two cogs would in the case of the interaction
between the clutch and the accelerator of a car. A dynamic picture of this mechanism was
constructed placing two concentric cogs at the center of the intersecting continuums of
information gathering and information processing. The center of the mechanism
represents the ATS, the first concentric cog represents knowledge, and the outer cog
represents experience.
The knowledge and experience cogs function together in the way that a clutch and
an accelerator would in a car. The cogs optimally fit together to facilitate the cognitive
process. The cognitive process, as mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, begins with
information gathering. The information is then sorted and organized through information
processing. All of the phase two participants engaged in at least these first two phases of
the process. If the students were able to integrate previous experiences with their
knowledge base, and felt comfortable with the evaluations the process moved to problem
solving, and the outcome of problem solving was the formulation of a clinical
impression. The process, facilitated by appropriate interaction of knowledge and
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experience, is representative of informed problem solving. The ATS is the primary
participant in this dynamic; however, the process can be facilitated by the ACL
Although the ACI was not mentioned a great deal in the interviews, it was clear
that the ACI played a role in the process. The roles of the ATS and ACI in this model are
of driver and driver educator respectively (sound familiar?). The ATS ultimately controls
the interaction of knowledge and experience through delicate interplay between the
clutch and the accelerator. The ACI teaches the ATS how and when to control the
interaction. It is this deliberate guidance that separates the clinical education model from
the experiential model and the attentional style model.
The dynamic indicates more than informed problem solving; it also distinguishes
between the effective and ineffective versions of the process. The placement of the
concentric cogs at the intersection of the two continuums identifies the processing that
occurs within the circles as more effective, and processing that occurs outside of the
circle as less effective.
In terms of how this may play out for an individual ATS over time, if one
considers how a clutch functions in a car, first gear is the most difficult to master, the
interaction between the clutch and accelerator is the most challenging. First gear is the
largest gear in terms of diameter, and requires the most precise timing of the clutchaccelerator interaction. Imagine this system at the center of the information-processing
continuum.
The larger the diameter of the gear, the more difficult it is to process information
appropriately for problem solving. The large diameter gear indicates a large amount of
information entering the processing system. The ATS struggles to integrate knowledge
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with experience in this case, indicative of the juniors in the study. As an ATS shifts from
first gear into successive gears, the interaction becomes less complex, requires less
processing space, and the ATS is apt to engage in open (increased tendency to critically
think) as opposed to directed processing, more indicative of the seniors in the study.
In any given situation an ATS may be challenged to shift gears depending on the
level of knowledge or experience that he or she has with the situation. Smooth
transitioning between modes of cognitive processing is critical in the context of an injury
evaluation.
Summary
The student experiences described in this chapter should be understood by the
reader in the context of the specifics of each of their situations. Other than the general
cognitive processes engaged during the evaluations, comparisons can not appropriately
be made between the students because their injuries had varying levels of complexity. For
example, if Traci, was evaluating a more familiar injury (i.e. ankle) perhaps she would
not have experienced as much anxiety. The opposite may have held true for Matt who
evaluated a very familiar injury.
What emerged from the analysis of qualitative data were two themes representing
ways in which students gathered and used information. Information gathering and
information processing occur as continua. Information gathering occurs along a
continuum from confirmatory to exploratory with the most effective gathering occurring
as a balance between the two (at the center). Information processing also occurs along a
continuum; its continuum runs from overloaded to narrow processing with the most
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effective processing occurring at the center of the continuum (open rather than directed
processing).
The two continua interact to create an informed problem-solving dynamic. At the
center of the dynamic is effective or open problem solving and on the periphery is less
effective or directed problem solving. The students engaged in informed processing to
varying degrees, which seemed to be influenced by experience and knowledge.
The mechanism behind informed problem solving is the delicate interaction of
experience and knowledge. If experience and knowledge align, effective or informed
problem solving results. Informed problem solving allows the ATS to formulate an initial
clinical impression to guide the evaluation while maintaining an open mind for
alternative impressions should theirs be refuted. If experience and knowledge do not
align, or if one or the other is limited, ineffective problem solving results. The ineffective
process limits the problem solving capacity of the ATS in that only information related to
the initial clinical impression is processed unless an ACI intervenes to facilitate the
process.
The juniors tended to describe a more ineffective process, or problem solving that
occurred outside of the circle. A great deal of processing energy went into remembering
appropriate tests and the sequencing of those tests. Processing energy also went into
retrieving injury knowledge. Processing skill-oriented information on top of the low
confidence levels leaves little processing capacity for problem solving. Without the
problem solving ability, the juniors tended to latch onto an initial clinical impression that
originated with a previous experience whether appropriate or not.
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The juniors paid attention to what was comfortable and familiar for them (ie. their
own experiences). They had a difficult time linking their knowledge with their
experience. They relied on their ACI to help them with the unfamiliar. The seniors paid
very close attention to information provided by the patient, and to their own experiences
and knowledge base. The link between experience and knowledge was solid. The seniors
were also much more aware of and/or able to articulate their processing than the juniors.
Despite clear individual and group differences in experience, knowledge, and
confidence, the students in this study described a common cognitive process and common
points of attention. The degree to which each student used informed problem solving and
how s/he moved through the process differed. The common process and its driving force,
the interaction of experience and knowledge is a practical example of processes discussed
in the literature. Discussion of the link between the present study and existing literature is
continued in chapter 6.
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Figure 5.1. Information gathering continuum. Patient, history and ACI represent sources
of information.
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Figure 5.2. Information gathering continuum with status in program indicated. General
locations of juniors (J) and seniors (S) are indicated.
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Figure 5.3. Information processing continuum.
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Figure 5.4. Information Gathering and Information Processing Continuums with
Catalysts Indicated.
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Confirmatory

Figure 5.5. Information gathering and information processing interaction. The vertical
component is an information-gathering continuum. The horizontal component is an
information-processing continuum.
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Figure 5.6. Informed problem solving dynamic. The experience and knowledge cogs link
as a gear system to “drive” the cognitive processes.
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION
This study was designed to explore the cognitive and attentional characteristics of
junior and senior Athletic Training Students (ATS) in the traditional athletic training
setting (collegiate athletic training room). Research questions related to the differences in
attentional style between junior and senior ATS, what cues receive attention for the
students, and what cognitive and attentional characteristics help or hinder the injury
evaluation process. These questions were addressed using quantitative and qualitative
methods of research. The combination of methods presented a perspective of ATS
attention and cognition in the clinical environment.
The multiple method, exploratory design of this study was very important in
strengthening the contribution of the study to the current bodies of literature relating to
athletic training clinical education, and cognitive psychology (in particular attention).
Previous study of ATS cognition in the clinical environment was in the form of
theoretical review (Walker, 2003), qualitative study (observation and interview)
(Bamum, et. al., 2003; Bamum, 2005; Guyer, 2003), or empirical survey (Coker, 2000;
Fuller, 1997; Harrelson, Leaver-Dunn & Wright, 1998). The combination of methods
allowed weaknesses in each method to be supplemented by the alternate method.
Empirical analysis of the TAIS provided profiles that could be used to identify attentional
and interpersonal strengths and weaknesses, and identify participants for phase two of the
study. Subtle differences in attentional characteristics, undetectable by the TAIS were
identified through qualitative analysis.
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This study presents a bridge between theory and practice. The informed problem
solving dynamic presented in this study should not be considered groundbreaking theory.
The dynamic should however, be considered in the context of identifying groundbreaking
connections and mechanisms of cognition in the context of an injury evaluation with this
particular group of students.
Phase one of the study, the empirical phase, addressed group differences in
attentional style using The Attentional and Interpersonal Style Inventory (TAIS)
(Nideffer, 1976) and several statistical procedures. Principal Components Analysis of the
TAIS subscales revealed six relevant factors for the groups studied (Overloaded/anxious,
Problem-solving, Control, Adaptation, Self-esteem, and Focus). Juniors and seniors did
not differ on the six factor scores of the TAIS; nor did junior males, junior females,
senior males or senior females. Males and females differed on the six factor scores of the
TAIS.
A discriminant function analysis pointed to the Focus factor as the point of
difference between males and females. Males tended to have an increased ability to
narrow their attention appropriately, were more effective at integrating multiple thoughts
and feelings, and preferred independent activity. The overall statistical analyses were
non-significant and were limited due to sample size; however, the constructed attentional
profiles proved useful in selecting students for phase two of the study.
Participants for phase two of the study were chosen based on their TAIS factor
profiles. Juniors were chosen who identified as easily overloaded and confused by
thoughts and feelings and tended to narrow attention inappropriately. The juniors were
less effective at integrating ideas and feelings originating in various contexts, and had
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less potential to overcome the overload. Seniors were chosen who identified as less
overloaded and confused than the juniors and narrowed attention appropriately rather
than inappropriately. The seniors were also more effective at integrating ideas and
feelings from various contexts, and had a greater capacity to overcome overload. These
characteristics were validated through observation and interview in phase two of the
study.
Phase two, the qualitative phase, indicated that the ATS engaged in all or part of a
four-stage cognitive process driven by an experience and knowledge interaction.
Qualitative analysis also indicated several points receiving the attention of the ATS.
These points of attention originated in the external environment (the patient) and the
internal environment (ATS thoughts and feelings). Effective attention and ineffective
attention were related to an interaction of two continuums, one for information gathering
and one for information processing. Effective attention, effective cognition, and
appropriate problem solving was represented by the area surrounding the intersection of
the two continua.
The focus of this discussion will be to integrate the findings of phases one and
two and shed some light on the complex arena of athletic training student attention and
cognition in the clinical environment. The chapter is organized to address the research
questions posed to guide this study. The chapter begins with thoughts regarding
attentional differences as measured by the TAIS. Qualitative results are then used to
present cues receiving ATS attention. Combined results are used to discuss attentional
characteristics that are useful or not useful in an injury evaluation. Implications for
clinical education are presented next, followed by suggestions for future study.
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Attentional Style
No differences were detected between juniors and seniors on the six factors of the
TAIS; however this was not surprising given the homogeneous nature of the population
studied. The participants in the study were all athletic training students, and all, by
mandate of accreditation, were being educated through a similar process. The TAIS has
been found to be helpful in predicting group membership in heterogeneous populations
such as psychiatric patients; however it has not been as helpful in more homogeneous
populations like highly and less skilled athletes. There are two important points to take
away from the empirical phase of the study: 1) individual differences are greater than
group differences, and 2) TAIS has tremendous practical application value for accurately
identifying those differences.
Statistical significance is relative to what you are looking for. In much the same
way that effective ATS keep an open focus, so must researchers. The statistical
significance in the present study was in identifying the importance of individual
differences and identifying characteristics that may predispose a student to processing
problems in the clinical environment.
Despite the lack of statistical significance found using the TAIS, the theoretical
base of attentional style seemed to be represented, and a potential adaptation for cognitive
processing is suggested. The dynamic depicted in chapter 5 presents a new conception of
cognition and attention. The new conception, rather than being totally related to
information gathering (as described by the Theory of Attentional Style), combines
gathering and processing, a more complete view of an attention and cognition link.
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The qualitative component of the study added a dimension that was able to
discern some important group differences in attention and cognition. The combination of
the two methods supported the practical use of the TAIS to provide important cognitive
information regarding individual students. Through interview, ATS indicated that the
attentional profiles developed from the TAIS subscale scores described them accurately.
Behaviors were noted in field observation that supported the profiles as well. There is a
potential for using the TAIS in much the same way that learning style inventories are
used to provide background information on students.
The empirical phase of the study was important to identify characteristics and
look at group differences; however, it is the last research question and the qualitative
phase of the study that provided information that may directly impact clinical education.
Attentional Cues
The qualitative component of the study allowed identification of several cues that
dominated the attention of the students. The patient received the greatest attention, with
the thoughts of the ATS (in the form of an initial clinical impression) a distant second.
The ACI received some attention, and attention directed toward the link between
previous experiences and the current experience was an important factor in cognitive
processing.
The preponderance of attention paid to the patient was a surprise to the researcher.
Despite their limited clinical experience (relative to expert practitioners), the students in
the current study displayed and spoke of a focus on the patient that is usually reserved for
expert practitioners (Jensen, et. al., 2000). The present study suggests that a focus on the
patient, as a valuable source of information, develops early in the educational process.
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and is simply refined as the student progresses. The focus on the patient changed with
increased experience, as was noted in the present study.
Ford (1978) explained that students experience a care-giving role and a learning
role when working with patients. The participants in this study described both of these
roles. The juniors tended to rely on the patient to provide helpful, familiar information,
and tended to think of the care-giving role as a secondary role. The seniors were aware of
the two relationships and understood the interaction of the two. A comfortable patient
will provide more and more accurate information regarding the injury. This one external
cue, with its complex component interaction, begins to paint the picture of the high level
of complexity that is negotiated by ATS in the clinical environment.
The patient is the key ingredient in gathering a history that helps in formulating an
initial clinical impression. This clinical impression becomes an important director of the
evaluation.
Once a clinical impression is formulated it also becomes an attentional cue. This
initial clinical impression, for juniors, directs their attention to information that will
support the clinical impression, keeping them outside of the open processing circle
depicted in the integrated processing dynamic. This is in keeping with the arousalattention relationship described by Nideffer (n.d., 1993, 1976).
As arousal increases attention narrows and is directed to internal cues (thoughts
and feelings). The increased arousal may be a symptom of decreased confidence.
Although not mentioned a great deal, especially by the seniors, confidence was a factor
impacting focus on internal vs. external cues. The initial clinical impression becomes just
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one of many cues processed by seniors. The juniors narrowed their attention to the
familiar; experience being a key factor in establishing familiarity.
The participants primarily focussed on two cues originating in two different
environments, the patient (external environment) and an initial clinical impression
(internal environment). Points of attention did not differ, with the exception of the juniors
allowing a larger portion of attention to be directed inward; however, the nature of the
cognitive processes used separated the groups. The balance between external and internal
cue utilization is addressed in more detail through the creation of the dynamic. The
processing of cues is the focus of the next section in the presentation of the 4-stage
process.
Attentional Processing
The focus in clinical education has been measurement of outcomes - competency
and proficiency development. Cognition although involved in the outcome is not
measured or described through the outcome. Cognitive processing is an important
component of a profession in which problem solving and decision making are critical
skills (Draper, 1989; Fuller, 1997; Leaver-Dunn, Harrleson, Martin & Wyatt, 2002).
Recent qualitative study has determined that cognition is a potential connection between
experience and knowledge in the clinical environment (Bamum, et. al., 2003; Guyer,
2003).
The role of the student and the amount and awareness of information that is
processed and used are constantly changing (Guyer, 2003; Robinson, 1974; Weidner,
Trethway & August, 1997). It is impossible to teach all possible injury scenarios,
indicating a need to develop cognitive flexibility and adaptability. An increase in
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knowledge and experience allows a critical shift in focus to specific evaluation contextual
information, improving the ability to think on the go.
Most of the existing cognition literature in athletic training addresses student
cognition in relation to a developmental progression in the clinical environment. This
study contributes to this body of literature the distinction between effective and noneffective processing, at an instant in time, in a specific context, and the identification of
characteristics of these processes. Perhaps most stunning among the results was the
interrelatedness and sheer complexity of the relationships among the categories presented
in the qualitative analysis. Equally stunning was the awareness of some of the
participants of their processing.
In focusing on attentional processes and targets of attention, this study identified
characteristics of informed problem solving, what other authors refer to as critical
thinking (Clark & Harrleson, 2002; Draper, 1987; Fuller, 1997; Walker, 2003). This
informed problem solving has an effective, open processing version, and a less effective
directed processing.
The concept of open processing is remarkably similar to Fehmi’s (1998) theory of
open focus. The closer to the center of the integrative processing dynamic an ATS
functions, the more fluid or open the attentional shifting. This attentional flexibility is the
cornerstone of Fehmi’s theory. Outside of the open circle at the center of the dynamic,
the processing is more labored and less effective, in effect it is directed. This directed
processing is similar in concept to control processing described by Shiffrin and Schneider
(1977).
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Control processing involves more effort, is slower, is used for novel or changing
situations, and is controlled by the individual (Boutcher, 2002). Control processing is
engaged mostly due to an inability to shift attention. Automatic processing, which is
engaged to a greater degree by the seniors is the work of the adaptive unconscious. An
extension of this open focus, into the realm of the expert, would make moving through
the process effortless and intuitive, much like the decision making described by Malcolm
Gladwell (2005) in Blink.
Of the findings in this study, three in particular fit with the Theory of Attentional
Style (Nideffer, 1976): the importance of confidence, the importance of increasing
processing efficiency, and the importance of automatization. All three of these ideas are
woven into the informed problem solving dynamic. The informed problem solving
dynamic relates particularly well to the Theory of Attentional Style (Nideffer, 1976).
At the center of the dynamic, ATS ability to shift attention is optimal. The shifting
occurs quickly, smoothly and with little effort. This allows processing capacity for
problem solving and formulation of a clinical impression (referred to as decision making
by other authors). The present study supports the work of Abemethy, Summers and Ford
(1998) and Nideffer (1990) in that attention was described as impacting problem-solving
in the participants.
Nideffer (n.d) identified that problem solving required an appropriate shift from
broad-external information gathering to a narrow internal process of recalling past
experience and information. A comparison is then made to the current situation, requiring
a broad internal focus; and finally a decision is made and an appropriate action is taken,
requiring a narrow external focus. This study adds that this process should remain open
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for further shifting in order to be most effective. The implication of this attentional shift
for clinical education is that it can be learned and remediated.
Integrative processing, as described by the participants in this study, did not
discriminate between effective and ineffective; instead it discriminated between effective
and less effective. Quality or accuracy was not a criterion explored by the researcher, and
it would be difficult to say definitively that the juniors would not reach an appropriate
clinical impression using their processes. The juniors may have formulated an appropriate
clinical impression; however, they did not reach that impression as effectively or
efficiently as possible.
The less effective processing used by the juniors could be due to confidence,
which follows the thoughts of Nideffer (n.d), and/or a lack of experience or knowledge
(Bamum, et. al., 2003; Guyer, 2003; Norman, 1976), or as was established by this study a
lack of connection between experience and knowledge. The important point to consider is
that facilitation of the process is needed, and this makes the ACI an important component
of the integrative processing dynamic for the juniors. The interaction of ATS and ACI
was studied recently by Bamum (2005).
In the Bamum (2005) study, the ACI’s varied from facilitating problem solving to
facilitating technical training in their interactions with students. The key point for her
study was that the line of questioning engaged by the ACI with the ATS was the crucial
point of facilitation. The interesting link to the current study is that ACI facilitation of
ATS understanding of the relevance of cues from the environment is more important than
the ATS ability to do so individually.
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Another qualitative study, completed by Guyer (2003), determined that
information processing, transfer of learning and the learning environment were factors
influencing ATS cognition and decision-making during the assessment of injury. Of
particular relevance to the present study were the subcategories within transfer of
«

learning: experience, knowledge and ability to apply information.
The present study’s conception of integrative processing and the interaction of
knowledge and experience are in line with the ideas presented by Guyer (2003). An
important distinction can be made however between the two studies.
Guyer (2003) explored the cognitive processes of sophomore, junior and senior
students. Given the results of the two studies it should be considered that an important
distinction between students may be attentional characteristics in addition to level in
program. In the Guyer (2003) study the sophomores had a difficult time retrieving
information, were challenged by organizing information, and they felt cognitively
overwhelmed. The juniors had a difficult time determining the relevance of information
gathered, but were able to think critically and problem solve. Transfer of learning was
easier in similar situations as opposed to novel situations (Guyer, 2003).
The juniors in the present study shared the transfer (in the present study this is
problem solving) difficulty in novel situations; however, in the present study the juniors
did not have the critical thinking or problem solving capacity. The juniors in the present
study also shared the cognitive overload characteristic of the sophomores in the Guyer
(2003) study. The important point to make in this comparison is that there is more than
level in program that may distinguish individual ATS cognitive processing in the clinical
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environment. The present study suggests that attentional characteristics also be
considered.
Attentional differences between juniors and seniors emerged in phase two due to
the purposeful sampling of the participants. The juniors in the present study were selected
based on their high level of overload and low level of problem solving ability indicated
by their TAIS factor scores. The atentional profiles of the juniors made them lower
functioning cognitively than the seniors. The seniors selected for phase two had a
somewhat lower level of overload and a greater problem solving ability.
Progression through informed problem solving ties in with much of the work
completed relating to cognition (Harrelson, Walker, 2003). In particular, the work of
Weidner, Trethway and August (1997) in integrating Robinson’s (1974) cognitive
awareness model and describing student progression through learning over time.
Awareness of cognitive processes was something that distinguished the juniors from the
seniors.
In Robinson’s model, the juniors varied from unconsciously incompetent to
consciously incompetent. The key to the present study was that juniors were conscious
only of information processing not problem solving, except for one student who used the
ACI to facilitate his processing. The seniors were consciously competent, and one
seemed to be unconsciously competent. He was the most skilled, and had the most
thorough and organized evaluation; however, he did not mention problem solving
directly. It is possible that he was functioning on an almost expert level in that situation.
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The integration of this understanding of ATS cognitive processing and attention
in the clinical environment into athletic training clinical education is the next important
step.
Implications for Clinical Education
The informed problem solving dynamic and its analogy are practical applications
of cognitive and attentional theory that ATS, ACI and other athletic training education
program staff and faculty can understand. Understanding the dynamic may facilitate
improved communication between classroom professor, clinical instructors, and athletic
training students and improved clinical education environments. This study continued a
trend in athletic training educational research away from assessing student outcomes to
exploring the cognitive processes used by students to reach these outcomes. Athletic
training education programs are accountable for educating competent, proficient entrylevel practitioners, not just good test takers. Beyond passing the BOC exam, program
directors and potential employers want to know that Certified Athletic Trainers (ATC)
are skilled problem solvers and decision-makers.
It is critical that an ATS have the capacity to problem solve and think critically
quickly in emergency situations. Athletic Training Education Programs cannot ensure
ATS exposure to all potential emergency situations. Accountability for the appropriate,
rapid response of an ATS to an emergency situation may originate in the facilitation of
the development of informed problem solving.
Formal program accreditation through the Commission for the Accreditation of
Allied Health Education Programs (CAAHEP) is the professional standard of
accountability for Athletic Training Education Programs. This process requires that
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programs submit evidence of how student competence and level of proficiency are
facilitated through pedagogical techniques, curricular structure, and student advising. Use
of the TAIS, or other measure of cognition and attention, in the clinical environment may
provide evidence of pedagogical and advising strategies used to facilitate student problem
solving and decision making.
In considering the implementation of the informed problem solving dynamic into
clinical education, one should imagine the analogy used to describe the function of the
dynamic. The curriculum installs the clutch, the ATS works the delicate interaction of the
pedals, and the ACI is the driver educator. The natural extension of this implementation
is to bring the dynamic to ACI workshops to educate the ACI on how to be a driver
educator.
The ACI must learn how to function within the informed problem solving cycle to
facilitate ATS progression to open processing as opposed to directed. ACIs have
requested concrete information that would help them to facilitate professional
development of ATS, the dynamic provides that information. With the initial clinical
impression so important in directing the rest of the evaluation, especially for the juniors,
the ACI should enter the integrative processing dynamic early rather than late to help
make the first impression more appropriate.
Beyond the potential usefulness of the process involved in informed problem
solving; the TAIS, or an adaptation (see section on future research) may be administered
early in a program to identify potential student strengths and weaknesses. Identifying a
tendency to become overloaded or distracted, a low self esteem, or a limited ability to
problem solve gives the student an opportunity to be familiar with limitations and either
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learn to work with them, or more appropriately be guided through a process of
improving.
Although the TAIS shows some promise in identifying accurate individual
attentional style characteristics; the limitations of the TAIS in terms of its sensitivity to
group differences in the context of this study and previous studies should be addressed in
future research. There is a need to develop better, more precise and more relevant
instruments to measure the constructs of cognition and attention. Work can be done in
modifying the TAIS (as the sport psychologists did for the sport specific versions of the
TAIS) to a shorter, more relevant version for the athletic training clinical environment.
Perhaps a new instrument may be constructed using informed problem solving as the
theoretical base.
At minimum, the TAIS has proved to be a potentially helpful feedback tool, and
could be considered for inclusion in a pre-admission inventory in much the same way that
educational programs use learning style inventories. Preemptive identification of problem
areas may increase retention and improve the classroom clinic connection for the ATS.
The extensive individual variability detected in the empirical phase of the study is a
critical outcome, because it reiterates the importance of dealing with students individually
especially in the clinical environment.
As exciting as the implications of the current study are, they also point to
additional questions. These questions may drive the direction of future research.
Future Research
Any new or old dynamic is refined as new understandings emerge from
consideration of its function in reality. The informed problem solving dynamic presented
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in this study emerged from consideration of the Theory of Attentional Style (Nideffer,
1976) in the context of an injury evaluation. This new dynamic should be considered in
future studies.
One of the limitations of the current study was that each of the participants in
phase two evaluated a different injury, with varying levels of complexity. Nideffer (n.d)
identified that situational complexity impacts an individual’s ability to shift attention and
process cues. Future study should consider using the same simulated injury, at a high
complexity level, to challenge the processing of the participants equally.
Another limitation of the current study was that students were identified generally
as juniors or seniors with no identification of cognitive success, as measured by grades in
coursework or GPA. Level of cognitive success may be related to cognitive processing or
attentional style in the clinical environment. Further investigation in this area may
identify student outcome measures, other than grades, that are appropriate indicators of
clinical competence and proficiency.
Several questions emerged for future study. Are attentional characteristics stable
across levels in athletic training education programs? Do students increase cognitive
flexibility to improve function, or do they develop more appropriate attentional styles?
Nideffer (1976, n.d.) suggested that it is improved cognitive flexibility that improves
performance in high stress situations. The current study cannot refute or support this
contention because it explored each participant in one context, at one point in time.
Another question that surfaced is to what degree are ATS predisposed to the
cognitive and attentional characteristics needed in the clinical environment? How much
of an influence do athletic training education programs have on the building blocks of
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integrative processing? An intervention study involving administration of the TAIS (or
other measure of cognitive and attentional characteristics), training of ACI’s to facilitate
informed problem solving, and re-administration of TAIS to evaluate changes may
provide insight into this question.
The constructs of cognition and attention have been broken down by researchers
in order to understand them better. Cognitive psychologists and educators should
collaborate to develop a single theory and clear definitions to integrate the pieces back
together for the purpose of understanding the complex dynamics of cognition and
attention. This study was completed with the hope of contributing to this process.
In closing, the multimethods research process, in particular the qualitative
component, is very much an exercise in flexible attention and informed problem solving.
There is truth in living your dissertation topic!
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APPENDIX A
TAIS SUBSCALE DESCRIPTIONS
Attentional Subscales
Broad—External attention (BET): High scores indicate good environmental awareness and
assessment skills (“street sense”).
Overloaded by External Information (OET): High scores are associated with errors
because attention is inappropriately focused on irrelevant external stimuli.
Broad-Internal Attention (BIT): High scores indicate good analytical and planning skills.
Overloaded by Internal Information (OIT): High scores are associated with errors due to
distractions from irrelevant internal sources (e.g., thoughts).
Narrow-Focused Attention (NAR): High scores indicate the ability to remain task
oriented, to avoid distraction and to stay focused on a single job.
Reduced Attention (RED): High scores are associated with errors due to a failure to shift
attention from an external focus to an internal one, or visa versa.
Behavioral and Cognitive Control Subscales
Information Processing (INFP): High scores are associated with a desire for and
enjoyment of a diversity of activity.
Behavior Control (BCON): High scores are associated with an increased likelihood of
either “acting out” in impulsive ways and/or a tendency to establish one’s own
rules rather than strictly adhering to others.
Interpersonal Style Subscales
Interpersonal Control (CON): High scores are associated with both needs to be in control
in interpersonal situations and with actually being in control.
Self-Esteem (SES): high scores are associated with feelings of self-worth and selfconfidence.
Physical Orientation (P/O): High scores are associated with having been physically
competitive and with the enjoyment of competitive activity.
Obsessiveness (OBS): this scale reflects speed of decision making and worry. High
scores are associated with increased worry and difficulty making decisions.
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APPENDIX A (cont.)
Extroversion (EXT): High scores indicate an enjoyment of social involvements, and a
tendency to assume a leadership role in social settings.
Introversion (INT): High scores indicate a need for personal space and privacy.
Intellectual Expressiveness (IEX): high scores indicate a willingness to express thoughts
and ideas in front of others.
Negative Affect Expression (NAE): High scores indicate a willingness to confront issues,
to set limits on others, and to express anger.
Positive Affect Expression (PAE): High scores indicate a willingness to express support
and encouragement to others.
Depression (DEP): A high score is associated with situational depression or self¬
criticalness.
Focus Over Time (FOT): A high score is associated with the willingness to make
sacrifices over long periods of time, in order to accomplish goals and objectives.
Performance Under Pressure (PUP): A high score indicates the desire to be in a
leadership or decision making role when the pressure is on.
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APPENDIX B (cont.)

Researcher’s signature/date

Participant’s signature/date

Participant (please print)
In anticipation of your participation in this study, thank you for your time!
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APPENDIX C
CONSENT FOR VOLUNTARY PARTICIPATION
(Injured Patient)
I volunteer to participate in this quantitative and qualitative study and understand that:
11.

An athletic training student whom is a part of this research study will evaluate my
injury.

12.

A Certified Athletic Trainer will take over the care of my injury once the
evaluation is complete.

13.

The injury evaluation will be videotaped, and that the tape will be used ONLY for
review with the athletic training student immediately following the evaluation.

14.

The purpose of this research is to identify attentional characteristics of athletic
training students in order to create strategies to improve student transfer of
knowledge and skill from the classroom to the clinical setting.

15.

My name will not be used in the reporting of results of the study.

16.

My participation in this study is absolutely voluntary, and refusal to participate will
not involve any penalty.

17.

I may withdraw from part or all of this study at any time without consequence.

18.

I have the right to review all materials prior to the final oral exam or other
publication.

19.

The results from this study will be included in Holly Noun’s doctoral dissertation
and may also be included in manuscripts submitted to professional journals for
publication.

Participant’s signature/date

Researcher’s signature/date

Participant (please print)

In anticipation of your participation in this study, thank you for your time!
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APPENDIX D
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ADMINISTRATION OF THE TAIS (PHASE ONE)

I.

II.

Distribute the demographic form (yellow to juniors, salmon to seniors), informed
consent, and TAIS.
•

Read the informed consent aloud.

•

Allow students time to complete the demographic form and informed consent.

•

Answer questions as needed

Please read the following to the participants after other forms are completed:

Please read the instructions at the top of the inventory while I read them aloud.
[read the instructions] Continue with the following special instructions: Your responses
on this questionnaire will describe the way you concentrate in the athletic training
environment. While you are reading each question please relate it to an injury evaluation
situation. Not a particular injury evaluation, but injury evaluations in general. For
example, please read number 7 of the questionnaire:
7. I run back andforth from task to task.
In an injury evaluation context this question may be interpreted as, I go back and forth
between steps in the evaluation process (history to palpation back to history, etc). Please
remember that your responses are confidential. The more honest and accurate you are
with your responses, the more accurate the feedback can be. Please begin.

III. If the students need clarification of questions on the TAIS, please remind them
that they should relate the question to an injury evaluation situation. If the
question does not make sense in that context (ie. 129.1 fought in school), have
them consider the question in more general terms.

IV. Thank the students for their participation, and let them know that they will hear

about phase two by early March.
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APPENDIX E
LETTER TO PROGRAM DIRECTOR

Dear Program Director,
I am the Clinical Education Coordinator of the Athletic Training Education Program at
Westfield State College. To complete my Doctor of Education requirements at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, I am endeavoring to investigate attentional
selectivity in highly and less skilled athletic training students in an injury evaluation
context. I would like your permission to use your athletic training students, and
potentially your facility and some student-athletes in my study. I may also need the
assistance of selected Approved Clinical Instructors to function on behalf of the studentathletes. Other Program Directors in the New England area will also be contacted for
their involvement in the study. I am counting on obtaining at least 70 junior and senior
athletic training students as participants.
The study will progress in two phases. Phase one will involve each junior and senior ATS
completing an inventory and a demographics questionnaire (one copy of each are
enclosed with this letter). The information obtained from these assessments will be used
to compare the attentional selectivity of junior and senior level ATS. Phase one will
require me to meet with those juniors and seniors willing to participate, as a group for
approximately one hour at their convenience.
Phase two will involve videotaping injury evaluations completed by the participants,
followed by a stimulated recall interview to review the evaluation. This phase will take
approximately the time required for the injury evaluation plus one hour for the interview.
This phase will also require an ACI to be present for the evaluation in order to intervene
on behalf of the injured student athlete, and to take-over care of the injury at the
completion of the evaluation so that the ATS may review the videotape with me. Only
three juniors and three seniors, from the entire participant population, will be selected to
participate in phase two of the study. Your facility will not be needed if one of your ATS
is not selected for this phase.
Potential findings of this study hold implications for both curriculum and pedagogy
related to athletic training clinical education. In this time of rapid evolution in athletic
training education, any help we can provide ATS’s, ACI’s and ourselves is worth the
struggle to find it. Your assistance will be greatly appreciated, and I will be happy to
share the results with you at the conclusion of the study.
Please contact me via e-mail at the address below by January 28, 2005 to let me know if
you are able to participate in my study. I would like to arrange the group meeting for
sometime during the first two weeks in February. Thank you for your time in supporting
my research!
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APPENDIX E (cont.)

Yours in Clinical Education,

Holly A. Noun MS, ATC
Doctoral candidate. School of Education, UMASS Amherst
Clinical Education Coordinator
Athletic Training Education Program
Westfield State College
hnoun@wsc.ma.edu
413 572 5364
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APPENDIX F
LETTER TO CLINICAL EDUCATION COORDINATOR

Dear Clinical Education Coordinator,
I am the Clinical Education Coordinator of the Athletic Training Education Program at
Westfield State College. To complete my Doctor of Education requirements at the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, I am endeavoring to investigate attentional
selectivity in highly and less skilled athletic training students in an injury evaluation
context. I would like your permission to use your athletic training students, and
potentially your facility and some student-athletes in my study. I may also need the
assistance of selected Approved Clinical Instructors to function on behalf of the studentathletes. Other Clinical Education Coordinators in the New England area will also be
contacted for their involvement in the study. I am counting on obtaining at least 70 junior
and senior athletic training students as participants.
The study will progress in two phases. Phase one will involve each junior and senior ATS
completing an inventory and a demographics questionnaire (one copy of each are
enclosed with this letter). The information obtained from these assessments will be used
to compare the attentional selectivity of junior and senior level ATS. Phase one will
require me to meet with those juniors and seniors willing to participate, as a group for
approximately one hour at their convenience.
Phase two will involve videotaping injury evaluations completed by the participants,
followed by a stimulated recall interview to review the evaluation. This phase will take
approximately the time required for the injury evaluation plus one hour for the interview.
This phase will also require an ACI to be present for the evaluation in order to intervene
on behalf of the injured student athlete, and to take-over care of the injury at the
completion of the evaluation so that the ATS may review the videotape with me. Only
three juniors and three seniors, from the entire participant population, will be selected to
participate in phase two of the study. Your facility will not be needed if one of your ATS
is not selected for this phase.
Potential findings of this study hold implications for both curriculum and pedagogy
related to athletic training clinical education. In this time of rapid evolution in athletic
training education, any help we can provide ATS’s, ACI’s and ourselves is worth the
struggle to find it. Your assistance will be greatly appreciated, and I will be happy to
share the results with you at the conclusion of the study.
Your Program Director and your Head Athletic Trainer have also been sent this letter. I
have asked your Program Director to respond to this request by January 28, 2005. Please
feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns that you may have regarding my
research.
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APPENDIX F (cont.)
Thank you for your time in supporting my research!
Yours in Clinical Education,

Holly A. Noun MS, ATC
Doctoral candidate, School of Education, UMASS Amherst
Clinical Education Coordinator
Athletic Training Education Program
Westfield State College
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APPENDIX G
DEMOGRAPHIC FORM
Code_
Name _
Program_
Clinical Assignment (current) __

Please circle one:
1. Gender:

M

2. Status in program:

F
Junior(Level 2)

Senior (Level 3)

3. Previous experience in the clinical environment: yes no
If yes, in what capacity?_ # yrs _
4. My goal is to work primarily as an ATC: yes
5. Planned credentials: ATC

PT,OT,PA

6. Year experience as an ATS:
7. # Clinical hours: < 500

1

2

3

500-800

HS/Clinic

MD

lab

College

Other_

4+

800-1000

8.1 feel more comfortable in: classroom
9. Preferred setting:

no

> 1000

clinical setting
Other_

10. Courses taken (Indicate how many semesters ago the course was taken. If currently
taking the course place a 0 in the space provided.):
_ Evaluation of Upper Extremity Injuries
_ Evaluation of Lower Extremity Injuries
_ Therapeutic Modalities
_ Therapeutic Exercise
_Advanced Evaluation course (must have already taken an evaluation course)
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APPENDIX H
LETTER TO HEAD ATHLETIC TRAINER
Dear Head Athletic Trainer,
I am the Clinical Education Coordinator of the Athletic Training Education Program at Westfield
State College. To complete my Doctor of Education requirements at the University of
Massachusetts at Amherst, I am endeavoring to investigate attentional selectivity in highly and
less skilled athletic training students in an injury evaluation context. I would like your permission
to work with three of your athletic training students, your facility and perhaps a student-athlete in
my study. I may also need the assistance of selected Approved Clinical Instructors to function on
behalf of the student-athletes. Other Head Athletic Trainers in the New England area will also be
contacted for their involvement in the study.
The study will progress in two phases. Phase one is complete and involved each junior and senior
ATS completing an inventory and a demographics questionnaire (one copy of each are enclosed
with this letter). The information obtained from these assessments was used to compare the
attentional characteristics of junior and senior level ATS. One student from your program was
selected to participate in phase two of the study.
Phase two will involve videotaping an injury evaluation completed by the participant, followed
by a stimulated recall interview to review the evaluation. This phase will take approximately the
time required for the injury evaluation plus one hour for the interview. Phase two additionally
involves an observation period of about eight hours (if schedules permit). This phase will also
require an ACI to be present for the evaluation in order to intervene on behalf of the injured
student athlete, and to take-over care of the injury at the completion of the evaluation so that the
ATS may review the videotape with me.
Potential findings of this study hold implications for both curriculum and pedagogy related to
athletic training clinical education. In this time of rapid evolution in athletic training education,
any help we can provide students and instructors is worth the struggle to find it. Your assistance
will be greatly appreciated, and I will be happy to share the results with you at the conclusion of
the study.
Your Program Director and your Clinical Education Coordinator have also been contacted
regarding the study. Please feel free to contact me with any questions or concerns that you may
have regarding my research.
Yours in Clinical Education,

Holly A. Noun MS, ATC
Doctoral candidate. School of Education, UMASS Amherst
Clinical Education Coordinator
Athletic Training Education Program
Westfield State College
Hnoun@wsc.ma.edu

(413) 572-5364
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APPENDIX J
STIMULATED RECALL GUIDE
Participant
Date _
Time

1. Describe how you feel about the evaluation you just completed?
How long would you say the evaluation took?

WATCH VIDEO
2. Describe what you were thinking here, (referring to portions of the video)
Describe your experience with this injury.
Describe its importance to the evaluation.
What prompted this thinking?
3. Describe what you were noticing, (environment, athlete, yourself, etc)
How did you use this in the evaluation?
What did you notice most?
Describe its importance to the evaluation.
4. Describe what were you feeling.
What prompted this feeling?
Describe its importance to the evaluation.

5. How do you feel about the evaluation you just completed?
What would you say is most important in the preparation for this evaluation?

SHOW & EXPLAIN PROFILE
How well would you say this profile describes you in the clinical environment?

Comments/observations:
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